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Better every year-
Next year also!

SlINGSBY SAILPLANES SUCCESSES IN THE 1959160
SOUTH AfRICAN NATIONAL SOARING CONTESTS

OJ)en Class Slingsby Skylarks in the first four
places.

National Class Slingsby Skylarks in the first three
places.

Team Contest Slingsby Skylarks and Swallow in fst.
3rd and 5th pla.ces.

Incidently, 3 Goal Diamonds were gained in South Africa on SWAllOWS

Looking Ahead-
THE 1960

SLINGSBY "SKYLARK 3 F"
The "Fo is a super "8" superb in handling and performance

New type tailplane and special setting has redl,lced drag at high speed and
improved stability

Finger tip lateral control from geared aileron tabs; an optional extra.

larger canopy, adjustable rudder pedals and seathack and many other
features have put the "Skylark 3 F" well ahead for 1960

We expect more exciting Skylark News this season! !

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.
KIRBYMOORSIDE, YORK lel. 312, 313

"Pioneers of 'British Gliding"
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Wodd Championships, 1960

I N this, our pre-Championship issue, we want to express the good wishes
of all in British gliding to the pilots and IIlembers of our three teams

representing their country at Butzweiler.

The latest news is that there will be 70 entrants from 26 countries, and
the Standard Class, which was flown for the first time in 1958 in Poland,
has already become the largest, with at least 40 entrants against the 27
entrants in the Open Class.

Seventy sailplanes will make this the largest World Championships
ever held, though not as large as the 80 entries which we handled with ease
in our British 1959 Nationals. To keep the total down to this number the
Germans found it necessary to reduce each National entry to a maximum of
three aircraft; and this forced the Britis~ Gliding Association to drop ftom
our entry EIlioUs' new Standard Class design, since there was some doubt
that it could be ready in time. Hence our entry consists of two in the Open
Oass, the Olympia 419 and the latest Skylark 3F; .and in the Standard Oass
the latest version of the Skylark 2B. If, in fact, the new EIliotts' design passes
its tests. in time, it may still go. to Butzweiler to be judged by Os'l'IV for their
prize, and we wish it well, for the news availaWe since its recent first flight
makes it seem a very possible candidate for this important award.

As for our pilots, the Goodhart brothers and Tony Deane-Drummond
have each shown in the hard light of contest results that they are in the first
class; Ann Welch is probably the most experienced Team Manager in the
world; and each member of each ground team will carry out their arduous
and unpublicised duties impeccably. Our Vanguard estate cars, Pye radio
and the rest of our equipment are all wi.tholIt doubt up to world standards
of reliability and performance.

So what else is needed? The answer is-Good Luck. For the winning
team is that with the best pilot flying the best aircraft, supported by a first~

class ground team operating first-class equipment, plus the fickle flash of
art and good fortune which seems to light each time on one of the several
pilo ts worthy of it.

And this is what we wish them.
-13~-



The Day I Flew with the Vultures
by E. Dommisse

T HE prelude to this story starts many years great whistling of air, but soon gave up and
ago. It was in. 1940 that I had my fust settIed again, .clumsy and heavy.

close contact with vultures. During that A sound of stiiring air like a swarm of
year I spent some time on a fann at the bees now came to my ears. The birds
foot of the Magaliesberg. which is 1,000- galvan~ed into action, taking the air en
1,500 fL above the plateau and runs E.-W. masse, beating ,their wings and circling.
through Pretoria., 40 miles north of The grass and bushes beneath them were
1ohannesburg. My greatest pleasure durin2 agitated with far greater' force than that
this holiday was to wander abOut the caused by the light bFeeze. It was 1,10
mountain-side. Early one morning I mistakably a thermal breaking away from
climbed to the very top for the first time. thehillside. As a sailplane pilot I knew and
Here at the crest, the SO\lth slope ~opped had used this force of nature in soaring
away before me nearly sheer fOr I,Soo ft. flight; but here, for the first time, the
The world lay far below; the Golden City, wildly flapping and circling vultures fixed
1ohannesburg, with all hs noise and bustle my fascinated attention to, tbe sight and
lay faint and far away on the horizon to the sound of the birth of .a thennal.
south. I rested and felt' at peace. At a height of about 50 ft. above the

And then I saw them. stirring grass the great birds spread their
A little way down the north slope was a wings and soared away. gaining height with

rocky pool of water formed by the previous every turn of their tight circling flight OD
night's rain. Seated on the rocks around the now quiet out-stretched wings. Away they
pool were vultures. I went nearer. The went, higher and higher into the boundless
birds had bathed in the pool and the water blue sky.
was indt::SCribably .filthy and malodorous. HUNDREDS OF VULTURES
The birds moved uneasily. They were
sopping wet, looking nearly naked, holding I now noticed for the first time that
their wings away from them like bare huQ.dreds of vultures were flying, flapping
cocked elbows. They were basking in the and soaring beyond the south face of the
sun to dry. One hopped off the rock and mountain. By' climbing fa.r enough up to
fluttered feebly down the slope, only to, see down the sheer south face, I discovered
perch again on a rock further down. It was thousands more. This was their nesting
obvious that they could not fly. place. the only one I had ever seen or heard

I moved nearer very slowly to study them of. The Krantscs (sheer rock cliffs) were
'better. The heads turned: great hooked almost white from years of guano. On
beaks and fierce unblinking eyes seemed to every ledge and projection vultures were
comprise the whole of the tiny heads. Bare thickly clustered. Disturbed by my presence
necks craned,. great claws gripped the rocks. they took off in thousands, with a great
They stank; they had pot, a single line or whirr of wings.
point of beaut)'. They looked like some Morning went to afternoon. Spellbound,
evil·thing one would like to wipe .away. I did not notice passing time. These ugty

For hours I lay quietly watching. This beasts were masters of the air, incredibly
was something unheard-of and unique- beautiful in flight. I watched their tech.
vultures bathing. The sun rose higher; nique or flying and soariI.1g. Under varying
their feathers dried, giving thc;m more body conditions they would use different methods
and covering the naked grey-black flesh. of flying, always conserving their own
For hours they sat unblinking and \In- energy by using tbe forces of nature.
moving. Happy and earefrec~ I walked down the

The first faint speck of white cumulus mountain at sunset. A dream had found
cloud appeared in the sky about mid- birth. I was firmly resolved to cOme and
morning., The birds now began to move, to soar with these birds. But the war passed
shake out and preen their feathers, stretch- and years slipped by with my desire
ingtheir wings at full length with every unfulfilled.
feather separate. I suppose I would have procrastinated

One took a trial flight, beat the air with a for many years more if I. had not met Rene.
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The "Winter" Barograph
STURDY AND RELIABLE

Smoke Or ink recording
Variable roralion 2·4-10hrs.

Usual "Club" range 0-8,000 m.
PRICE £33 Write for detllils

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LIMIT.ED
33b Ecc"ston Square,

London, S.W'o1

fly and circle in that same column of bird's,
to have them wing to wing, would it
happen? With an aeroplane it would be
dangerous; besides, the birds do not like it
and always shy away at the a~proach of
noisy fast aircraft. Would they come near,
stay with the silently soaring sailplanes?
We sincerely hoped 50.

Dick and I rapidly strapped in and towed
off behind the Tiger Moth. Geoff made
straight for the nearest cluster of circling
birds. The Tiger climbed slowly. Then we
also circled far below the birds above us.
The air was rising in this particular spot
and we now gained height rapidly. SUddenly
we were in amongst them. Vultures flashed
liast dangerously near the Tiger. One closed
his wings and dived away to avoid us. I
released the tow cable in alarm. The Tiger
dived away and we were left circling in a
strong thermal. The vultures bad dis
appeared. Up we ~t OD rising air,
gaining height so fast that tbe world 'lee11led
to drop away from under us.

We flew around seeking lift, watching
Rene being towed up. This time Geotfkept
well clear of the mountain and the vultures.
going well away to find lift over the floor of
the valley. We saw Rene release and circle,
gaining height. Tiny specks now darted
through, the sky towards him. Soon a
procession formed in the sky-the sailplane
with Rene leading and a long straggling
line of vultures stringing out in single file
behind him, the nearest only a few feet
away from his rudder.

Dick and I watched the comic· sight with
risIng exci.tement.
Th~ camera in the rear seat of my sail

plane whirred suddenly. An agonized stage
whisper reached me.

"Boot! Boot! Look! Look at it!"
I had been watching Rene. I looked

ON SUNDAY MORNING
There was no hurry on that Sunday

morning. The thermals, and therefore
soaring flight, could only start after the sun
had properly heated the air in the vaney.
Activity among the vultures would ten us
when to start.

By mid-morning thousands of them wete
circling around. We were very excited. To

-137-

Rcne 'Comte, a Swiss sailplane pilot, came
to South Africa on business. Our weather,
so wonderful for soaring flight, soon had
him flymg vet'Y enthusiastically. Flying
sailplanes is my one great passion also, so'
our joint interest soon brought us together.

I happened to meet him at Baragwanath
aerodrome, near Johannesburg, one bright
afternoon shortly after he had landed at the
end of a soaring fligflt. The sky was fillc;d
with cumulus clouds and he had been
flyipg among them. This by anr standard.
is. already a gI'eat tbrill, but on thiS occasion
Rene was most excited by the brief glimpse
of a vulture soaring with him.

Standing in the sun under that sky ,of
towering white clouds, I listene<;t to Rene
telling of his ertcountet. The man was afire
with the romance and ~uty of his experi
ence. With only that one brief glimpse, he
had recognised a master of flying greater
than ·himself. His enthusiasm rekindled
myoId dream and I told him of my own
meetin~with VUJtures many years before.

"B<x:titol ', he said, giving me the quaint
nickname of his own making, ''we shaH go
there at once;. it is the most marvellous
thing I have ever heard of".

He also suggested that we should take his
friend Dick Reucassel with us. Dick is a
famous South African producer of
dccumentary films. Dick and Rene were
making a fil'mon glidin/Z.

Within a week we had organised a party
of enthusiasts for a lo,vely summ~'s Week
end of adventure. Rene would fly with his
machine and Dick would fl}' with me to take
films from the tear seat of my Kranich.
Our wives would prepare the picnic lunch
and do .some mountaineering in order to
view all the wonders we spoke ofand to take
photos from the mountain top. Gooff
Green would be out tug pilot.

On the Saturday or that week-end we
towed the sailplanes to our. pI'eviously
cleared landing strip at the foot. of' the
Magaliesberg and were ready' to start early
the next morning.



swollen with wind and the cold of higher
altitude. Under these circumstances it takes
a great experience indeed to have any desire
for continued flying.

We flew on, Iow above the crest where the
mountain party waved at us, circling over
them with the vultures in close fonnation
while they took pictures. We speeded up or
slowed down, wat.chitJ.g our escorts. As we
slowed down we saw a rare si~t. The
vultures also slowed down, getting their tail
feathers well down and arching their wings
to hold more air. My machine could go
slower still. I pulled gently back on the stick.
Suddenly the vulture on the wingtip let
down his undercarriage. Down, out of the
feathers where they were hidden, the legs
appeared, but even this extra drag was I:IOt
sufficiCllt. 1 could fly slower than he could.
Suddenly his body feathers ruffed up in the
turbulence of a dead stall. He dropped
away for a few feet, regaining speed until
the smooth airflow of normal flight pressed
the awry feathers back in place. With legs
still down, he flapped once to regain his
position in formation.
- The amazing thing was that they wanted
to fly with us. All day they followed us
about, leaving their own thermals to come
circling where we were instead of constantly
leading the way. As soon as we got good
lift and rapidly gained. height, dozens of
them would flap out from their high
perches on the krants to come circling into
the lift beneath us.

The magic day ended too soon,. Wc had
to retire early, as Geoff still had to tow both
sailplanes back to Johannesburg.

During that long aero-tow home I
relaxed and re-lived the wonderful day.
The sun set and the air was like velvet. I
found myself dreaming of floating on win~
forever.

slightly behind me. Wing tip to wing tip a
black and grey vulture was soaring and
circling with us.

Silent and ghostlike he had suddenly
appeared from the vast recesses of the sky
to hang, seentingly motionless, to our
wingtip. OQC by one more vultures drifted
silently up to us.

One manoeuvred above and ahead of my
cockpit. Had it been possible to reach
through the perspex, I could have touched
him. He manoeuvred about, first looking
over his back at me, then craning his neck
and turning his head to look back ~low
himself at me. The fierce curved beak made
a lasting impression OQ my mind.

FANTASTIC SIGHT
The fantastic sight was accompanied by a

vast uncanny silence, in which all sense of
movement seemed to depart, though we
were moving through the air at 60 miles per
bour. The. vultures' wings were outspread
and steady, only their heads and necks were
never still. The fieroc eyes were watching us
and all horizons, above, below 'and all
around.

Rene had gained height and now came
straight towards us with his following still
tailing out behind him. Flying mag
nificently, he took up a position below and
to the inside of our circle, right in the eye of
the camera lens. Unbelievable film scenes
were now enacted all aroU{ld us. Dick and
1 shouted at each other in excitement and
1 did some queer manoeuvres to enable him.
to get in his shots, yet the accompanying
vultures were not dist\.lrbed at all.

At 5,000 ft. above the ground the surge
of lift ceased. The vultures left us and
streaked away in level flight. They closed
their wing tip pinions and seemed to hunch
their wings closer to them at the shoulders;
then they jetted away at terrific speed and
without seeming to lose height. Out sail
planes could not possibly stay with them
in level flight.

"I have a fortune in magnificent film
here," exulted Dick from the rear seat; "I
wish I had miles more-my spools are all
empty".

"Shall I land, then?" I asked.
"Not on your life: keep flying, Boet. we

cannot see eIlQUgh of this", exclaimed Dick
most emphatically.

Dick is no athlete, but the artistic kind.
By now, sitting exposed in the rear seat
from which we had removed the canopy, be
was distinctly weatherbeaten, his face
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The Wodd Gliding Championships 1960
BUTZWEll..ER, GERMANY., 4TH TO 19TH JUNE

O N 29th May the British Team sets off
for the World Championships for the

eighth time. In the first three events their
placings were unexceptional, and then in
1952, in the heat of Madrid, Philip Wills
wOn. In 1954, in England, he was second.
In 1956 Nick Goodhart and Frank Foster
won the Two-seater Class at SI. Van in
France. Last time, in Poland, Nick was
second in the Open Clas~. What are our
chan...-es this time?

There are two classes again. the Open
and the Standard, but this time there are
only about 20 gliders in the former, and
something like 60 in the Standard. Origin
ally we had four entries-two in eacn class,
but then the Organisers reduced the teams
to a maximum of three for each country.

Our hopes are Nick Goodhart, with an
Olympia 419, and Tony r>eane-Drummond.
Skylark IUF, in the Open Class, and Tony
Goodhart on a Skylark II. doing battle in
the Standard ClaSs: In the Open Class, I
think we have an excellent chance of
winning provided that the contest days

include some "British weather". In perfect
soaring conditions it will be nearly iJn.,
possible to beat the exotic (and eJlorbitantly
expensive) gliders, but if the conditions are
SOIw.:times moderate OT even weak, then the
practical British gliders realiy come into
their own. Both the pilots have the ability
and equipment to win.

I do not intend even to hazard a guess as
to our chances in the Standard Class. Since
last time it has cllanged enormously, and so
much effort has been put into new gliders by
the countries who have gone for this class
in a big way. that anything is possible.

One of the problems that the Organizers
have had to overcome concerns the national
cloud-flying regulations. They have, there.
fore, decided that a maximum height for
each flight will be set, and barographs will
have to be carried to ensure that pilots do
not exceed ttlis heignt. It will be interesting
to see how this one works out: whether the
limiting height will still apply if permitted
national frontiers are crossed lx:cause the
barograph chart will not indicate the

"gliding types"
always warmly welcomed here

Alton's Largest and Newest Hotel
18 Modern Bedl'ooms Restaurant
Moderate Prices Good Parking
Bed and Breakfast 17/6 and 241-

A/ton, Hampshire' Telephone 2369

Run by a "Gliding Type" at Lasham
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o 0
o 0
o 0
2 0
1 0
1 0
3 0
o 0
o 0
2 0
5 0
o 0

s. d.

814 14 0

120 0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0

500 0 0

1,314 14 0

DONATIONS AND LOANS OF
EQUIPMENT

W- E take thiS, opportu.nity of expressing
the gratitude of the British Gliding

Association and the British gliding move
ment as a whole for the continued support
of all those who have made it possible to
send a British team to the World O1ampion
ships, both this year and in the past.
Equipment

The Standard Motor Company: four
Standard Vanguard Estate Cars.

Slingsby Sailplanes: one Skylark nIT
and Qne Skylark lIs. .

ElIiottsof Newbury, Ltd.: one Olympia
419.

Pye Telecommunjcations: Glider and
Car Radio Sets.

Shell B.P.: Maps, Navigation Sets, and
Motor Oil.

Esso: Continental Maps.
Ever Ready Battery Co.: Batteries and

Torches.
Automobile Association: Membership

and other facilities.
P. B. Cow a·nd Co., 'Ltd.: Marvel Airbeds.

Donations to Fund

Team Contributions
A. J. Deane-Drummond
H. C. N. Goodbart
G. A. J. Goodhart
C. E. WaIlington
J. S. WilIiamson
A. W. Gough and D. H. G. Inee
Mrs. A. C. Welch
A. E. Slater
Mrs. R. Harwood

£
Society of British Aircraft Con-

structors . . .. .. 750
R. L. NeiIl 10
Fit. Lt. Richardson 5
J. E. G. Harwood 2
L. C. Nash I
A. Doughty 1
R.n.N.Ha~r 3
P. A. Wills 5
Oxford Gliding Club 5
~rR.Commt 2
Taunton VaJeG. C. 5
Air League 25

---~

moment of crossing and whether a pilot is
totally disqualified for toe whole flight if his
barograph fail!l io aoy way.

All launches will be by aCIo-towing
tprobably with Domier Do-27's) and the
start point will always be in the centre of the
one-runway airfield so that, regardless of
the wind direction, it will be a pern'lanent
fixture. Jt is understood tht the British
selection of launch time and take-off
systems will be used in general, but no
details are yet available. It will be interest
ing to see how they internationalise.

On the subject of help, I would like to
mention the crews, that mixed collection
of individual glider Pilots, who go to
World Champion!lhips because they
thor'Oughly enjoy it, but who nevertheless
work extremely hard, and for three weeks
metamorphose themselves into a fine and
untried team without even being asked to
do so.

This year, Lorne Welch and Frank
Irving will be crewing for Nick Goodhart
old hands these, beginning to go grey in
harness. "rony Deane-Drummond will
have Evie (his wife), and John Archer, the
same as last time; and Tonv Ooodhart will
be erewed by George B'urton, on his first
World Championship, and Toby Harrison,
who has done it before. In addition, the
base organisation will be built up by John
WiIliarnson, in charge of radio, who would
have been reserve pilot if the team had not
been reduced to 3 aircraft; Andy Goagb,
in charge of maintenance; and the vitally
necessary "Wally" Wallington, who can
really tell us what the weather will be. For
the practice period, David Inee, .who would
have flown the fourth entry, will be there
as No. 1 reserve.

Coming as well, of course, will be Doe.
Slater the editor of this paper, who has
never' missed a Championship yet, and
Rika Harwood, to assist in the gathering
and sending off of news.

The 1960 Championsnips should be
extremely interesting, and include new
ideas and produce some fine performances
if the weather is kind. They will, however,
be different in one particular way from all
preVious oneJ. For the first time J;'~i1ip and
Kitty Will~ will not be there. PhillJ'l! even,
imperturbable and alway~ able to lln.n,g off
a fine flight in discouraging condItIons;
and Kitty, alwa,ys cheerful, helpful, and
seemingly tireless. We will all mIss them TOTAL
both. ANN WELCH.
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS LIST CANADA
Open Class 36 G. Oates Ka6

AUSTRALIA DENMARK
I A. Gaze Skylark 37 J. Friis Mucha Stand.

DENMARK 38 N. Sejstrnp Ka6BR
2 H. Jensen Skykrafter GERMANY

GERMANY 39 H. Bottcher Ka6BR
3 E. G. Haase Phoenix 4(} lL Ruth Ka6BR

F1NLANo FINLAND
4 H. Tandefelt Ka6CR 41 J. Jalkanen Pik-3c

FRANCE 42 O. Rautio Pik-3c
5 C. Labar Breguet 901 FRANCE

GT. BRITAIN 43 D. Barbera Breguet905
6 A. J. Deane-Drummond 44 J. Lacheny Breguet 905

Skylark IIlF GT. BRITAIN
7 H. C. N. Goodhart Olympia 419 45 G. A. J. Goodhart Skylark Il

HOLLAND HOLLAND
8 F. Seyffert Skylark 1II 46 S. Andrea Ka6

ITALY 47 W. Toutenhoofd Ka6
9 G. A. Ferrari Skylark ITALY

ISRAEL 48 L. Brigliadori E/C 39
10 M. Barr Zugvogel3 49 G. Silva MLoo-s

JAPAN l~LAND

11 1. Oda Zugvogel3 SO P. Filippusson Ka 6
YUGOSLAVIA ISRAEL

12 B. Komac Meteor 57 51 D. Aroar Breguet 905
13 J. Mrak Meteor 57 52 A. Jardeny Breguet 90S

POLAND YUGOSLAVIA
14 E. Makula SZD·Zephir 53 E. Korsic I1idenka
15 J. Popiel SZD-Zephir NORWAY

SWEDEN 54 E. Backe-Mathisen Zugvogel4
16 I. Sven Jonsson Zugvogel4 55 T. Johannesen Ka6B

SWIl"ZERLANJ;> AUSTRIA
17 Rene Comte Elfe 56 J. Fritz Stand. Austria
18 B. MUller Weihe 57 H. Resch Stand. Austria

CZECHOSLOVAKIA POLAND
19 V. Marecek Demant 58 A. Witek SZD-Foka
20 V. Zejda Spartak SPAIN

U.S.S.R. 59 M. Ara Ka6
21 V. Efimenko A-15 60 L. Juez Ka6
22 M. Veretennikov A-IS SWEDEN

HUNGARY 61 P. A. Persson Zugvogel4a
23 N.Opitz Gyor2 62 1. Silesmo Ka6BR

UNITED STATES SWITZERLAND
24 R. Johnson RHJ-6 63 A. Grtindisch Breg. Fauvette
25 R. Schreder Air-Mate HP 9 S. RHODESIA

ARGENTINA 64 E. J. Harrold Ka6
26 J. Ortner Skylark m CZECHOSLOVAKI'A
27 R. Hossingcr Skylark III 65 R, Mestan Standard

Standard Class U.S.S.R.
AUSTRALIA 66 V. M. Ilchenko Standard

31 R. S. Rowe Ka6 HUNGARY
BELGIUM 67 E. Kisely Stand. Futar

32 J. d'Otreppe Mucha Stand. 68 E. Mandl Junius 182
33 A. Xhaet Ka6B UNITED STATES

BRAZIL 69 P. Bikle SGS-I-23-H
34 G. Munch Ka 6 ARGENTINA
35 C. Junqueira Ka6 70 J. Arteman Skylark 11
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A Rare Phenomenon
by Colin Richardson

Reproduced with acknowledgements from "The London Gliding Club Gazette"

O NCE or twice I have had a good laugh
at the expense of people who main

tained that they thermalled up outside a
cumulus cloud. "Impossible," I said; "if
you were in a convection current and above
cloud base, then the water vapour in the
air would have condensed and you would
automatically be in a cloud."

And then the very same thing happened
to me! But I was lucky enough to be able
to see what was happening, and fonn an
explanation. Let me tell you about it.

On this particular occasion I was trying
for Gold distance and was coming up
towards the coast south of Honiton. TheJ;'e
was hardly any wind, and a nondescript
cloud street was all I could see ahead. I
made my way towards it, for want of any
where better to go, and was surprised to
find tJ;'emendous lift. I was soon in cloud
with the lift J;'emaining strong, and it was
apparent that I was in a new growth since
I was higher than the original cloud street
had been.

At 10,000 feet there weJ;'e rough down
currents and I stopped singing and started
concentrating. r finally straightened, and
emerged from the cloud just short of 11,000
feet, wiped the "huff" off the inside of the
canopy, and turned round ready to re-enter
in the hope of Gold C height.

On turning round I was surprised to see
how close I was to the top of the cloud,
which was an isolated peak. As I flew
towards it again through clear air I encoun
tered weak lift and therefore started
circling, slowly gaining 500 feet (but not
getting higher than I had been in the cloud).
But the strange thing was that tbe whole
cloud was sinking and the top of tbe cloud
was evelltual1y a_ good 1,000 feet below me.
I was higher than the top of any cloud in
sight!

My explanation is that, because the lift
was so strong, the cloud had a tremendous
upwards momentum which took it past its
point of equilibrium, up into an inversion,
where it was colder than the surrounding
air. It must have been then that I left the
cloud. Having lost its upward momentum,
it then sank back to where it was the same
temperature as the surrounding air. But
because the top of the cloud was sinking,
air had to rush in from all directions
(including upwards from below) to fill in
this vacated space, and it was in this that I
was circling ol1tside the cloud. Even though
it was above the condensation level, this
rising air did not form cloud because it was
"environmental" air and had not come all
the way up from the surface.

Feasible?

FIUDA'i' 15TH A'PIUL was declared a No
Contest Day on tIle strength of an

unfavourable weather forecast. There was,
however, a few hours' ridg,;:-soaring of
which most competitors took advantage.
Some also had ·of necessity to practise
field landings by getting too low to return
to the airfield.

From then on, conditions improved with
the arrival of a high-pressure system and
light tlorth-easterly winds which lasted
without material ehange for the next four
days.

Easter Rally at Long Mynd
by Geoffrey Benson

SATURDAY, 16rnApRIL.-Task: Out-and
return race to Cosford S4 mil~s.

Most competitors got away on their first
launch. Many, however, found conditions
difficult after leaving the Mynd. more
especially in the case of early starters.
PhiliP. Wills, however, was an exception,
returnmg for a late lunch and taking off
again. On his second attempt he flew mu<;h
faster, but unfortunately, owing to very
bad visibility, he failed to locate the Mynd
and landed at Knighton. Doe. Gregg also
failed to find the Mynd in the haze and flew
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over very near the south end at over 5,000
ft. and landed at C1un.

Those who completed the course were:-
Pilot hr. min. Marks
David Cretney I 51 100
Philip Wills .. 2 16 90.6
John Williamson 2 30 88.1
Charles Green 4 1 82.6

John Williamson flew an Olympia 419
and the other three finishers flew Sh'lark
III's.

diffieult conditi,ons, returned for lunch aftes'
having, been airborne for I! hl:S.. He took
off again after lunch and did the fastest
time of the day, 3 hrs. 55 mins., closely
followed by David Gretney and an hour
later by Ted Shephard in the Army Skylarkn. .

To our great pleasure and surprise,
Philip came back from Cornwall, arriving
at 3.35 p.m. He was launched at 3.53 p.m.
and failed to get back to the Mxnd by only

Launching is expedited by
Ihe Midla1!d Club's cable
reJrieving Winch.

Photo by. A. E. Slat.,

Ted Stark in the Army G,A.'s Olympia
419 also completed the task, but failed to
identify the signal at the turning pOint and
was Dot observed by the observers; in
consequence he earned no marks.

SUNDAY, 17TH APRIL.-Task: Projected
line (dog-leg), Lasham-Yeovil.

The outstanding flight of this day was
Philip Wills's flight to Callington, a distance
of 267 miles.

Nobody else could _ approach this
distance, though Ronald Dunn (sharing the
R.A.F.'s 419 with Cretney) did 175 miles to
Henstridge airiield. Brian Jefferson flew to
Salisbury. Charles Green rounded Lasham
and landed 10 miles S.W. of it. Doe. Gregg,
Anne Bu_rns and Ted Stark all landed .at
Lasham.

5 miles. Next best was Charles Green, who
was first at the last turning-point with
nearl y 4,000 ft. in hand, but was uncertain
of his position though he was identified by
the observers an,d in fact gave the correct
identification mark on his return. However,
he' was not satisfied that he had in fact
identified the turning-point and used his
height in searcbing for it, finally landing at
Shobden airfield near Mortimer's Cross.

TUESDAY, 19TH ApRIL, the final day, gave
rather stronger N.B. wi nds and the task
was a Cross-wind Race to Nympsfield, 60
miles.

Conditions were poor in the morning and
no competitors left before lunch; then a
few made an abortive attempt.

By 2.30 p.m. conditions improved and
most competitors got away without undue

MONDAY, 18TH ApRIL.-SimiIar weather difficulty. The first to arrive at Nympsfield
conditions to the previous two days. Task: was John Williamson in the R,A.F. 419,
Triangle (lice, Mynd-C~ford.MQrtimer's and soon after Ted Stark in the Army 419
Cross-Mynd. 80 miles. arrived in the area but could not ,manage to

Again 'fhe earlier starters tcnded to find "climb the hill", so landed in the vaiIey.
conditions difficult, and tbe area of Much The Derby & LaIWi. Skylark II also failed
Wenlock and Wenlock Edge was fairly to quite make it and landed at Moreton
liberally scattered with aircraft. Ted Stark, Valence, 5 miles north of his goal.. No
however, after reaching Wenlock Edge in other pilot reached Nympsfield.
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Best marks for this day were: "John
WilIie". 100; Stark. 75; Angus Thompson.
72.

In order to be fair to competitors who
could not fly on the Tuesday. provided this
fact waS declared on entry, such com
petitors were credited this day with their
average daily marks of the previous days.
This applied both to Prulip Wills and David
Cretney. the two leaders on Monday night.

The position was then that no other com
petitor could catch them. and Philip Wills
was the winner by a very IlllffOW margin
before the start of the last day's marks.

Finally, in the Inter-Club Contest
between the Midland and the Derbyshire
and Lancashire Gliding Clubs for the
"Beer Tray". the Midland Club managed
to retain the trophy by the narrow margin
of 11 marks.

Total
352
348
245.6
231.6
217

19th
88*
87'"

100
44
75

18th
73.5
97
33.5
63

100

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB TASK-FLYING RALLY, ISth-l?th APRIL. 1960
Participants and Scores

Pilot(s) Aircraft 16th 17th
P. A. Wills· Skylark 3 90.6 100
F. D. Crelney, R. A. E. Dunn· Skylark 3 100 64
J. S. WilIiarnson, J. A. Evans Olympia 419 88.1 24
C. Green Skylark 3 82.6 42
E. Stark Olympia 419 42
J. B. Jetrerson,
A. H. Baynes. K. W. Blake Skylark 3 40.5 -S8 44.5 131.5
E. C. Shephard, L. Pike Skylark 2 30 92 21 143
H. N. Gregg Skylark 3 73.5 42 16 143
A. Burns, D. Burns Skylark 3 59.1 42 101
K. Johnston, A. Thompsen Skylark 2 28 72 100
J. H. HickJing T-42 Eagle 24 15 30.5 69.5
- Stratton, - Chandler Olympia 2 9 54.5 63.5
S. Morison, R. C. Pick Swift 38 24 62
D. Darbishire S. B. Wills Olympia 2 18 29 47
K. R. ManselJ Olympia 2 8 15 23
N. P. Anson, V. Ginn Olympia 2 0
R. F. Brigden Skylark 3 0
M. P. Seth Smith Skylark 2 0
.. Having to leave before the end. these entrants were credited with their average scores
of the last three days.

L. to R.- Ray Brigden and
his crew: Ran Wil/bie and
Don Snodgrass.

Photo by A. E. Slater

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS to be published or nOl, must be known to

BEFORE any contribution can be con- the Editor. Will the author of a contribu
. sidered for publication in SAILPLANE & tion signed "P.H.B." kindly inform us of

GUDING. the identity of its author, whetber his name and address.
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Easter Rally at Lasham

A SMALL rally was organised at Lasharn Unknown to us, the club at Upavon had
over Easter for those pilots who did not moved to the adjoining airfield of Nether

enter the Mynd rally. Task-setting was avon for the week-end. Tony Deane
done by Ann Welch. George Button Drummond and Frank Irving turned at
telephoned Wally Wallington every Netheravon without going to Upavon and
morning for the weather forecast. As there thus did not qualify for any points.
was no starting line, the time of take-off SUNDAY, 17TH.-Task set was a goal race
plus five minutes was taken for the purpOses to the Taunton Vale Oub at Dunkeswell in
of speed. Devon, a distance of 98 miles. This was set

FRIDAY, 15TH APRIL.-No Tasks. to avoid too long a retrieve.
SATURDAY, 16TH.-Task set was an Out- MONDAY, 18TH.-T~k set was lOO-km.

and-return flight to Upavon aerodrome. triangle: Lasham-Stockbridge-Hungerford
Pilots were required to identify the gliders Lasham. Only two pilots completed the
at Upavon as turning·point evidence. task.

OAILY RESULTS
Saturday, 16th

Place No. Sailplane Pilot Remarks Points
I. 36 Skylark 3 Roger Mann 2 hrs. 53 mins. 100
2. 4 Skylark 3 Wally Kahn 3 hrs. 15 mins. 95
3. 65 Skylark 3 Hugh Mettam 3 hrs. 21 mins. 90
4. 58 T-42 Eagle John Corbett Landed Alresford on return 65
5. 11 T-42 Eagle Lorne Welch Landed 3 mi. E. of Upavon 36
6. 67 Skylark 3 JiD Walker Landed Andover 8
7. 96 T-42 Eagle Paul Minton Landed Thruxton 7

Sunday 17th
I. 3F Skylark 3f Tony Deane-Drummond 2 hrs. 15 mins. 100
2. 67 Skylark 3 George Burton 2 hrs. 19 rnins. 97
3. 4 Skylark 3 WaIly l(ahn 2 hrs. 40 mins. 80
4. 66 Skylark 3 Paul Minton 3 nrs. 70
5. 65 Skylark 3 Rika Harwood 3 hrs. 30 mins. 65
6. 96 T-42 Eagle :Bemard Davey Landed 83 miles away, Binnington 46
7. 20 Skylark 3 David Carrow Landed Mere, 58 miles 28
8. 11 T-42 Eagle Ann Welch Landed Chilbolton 2

80 Swallow Godfrey Harwood Landed Chilbolton 2
Monday,. 18th

I. 3F Skylark 3f Tony Deane-Drummond 2 hrs. 30 millS. 100
2. 4 Skylark 3 Wally Kahn 2 hrs. 58 mins. 95
3. 96 T-42 Eagle Frank Irving Landed Whitchurch on return 50
4. 65 Skylark 3 Hug!l Mettam Landed Hungerford 40
5. 67 Skylark 3 George BUTton Landed Inkpen Beacon 37
6. II T-42 Eagle Ann Welch Landed Andover 30
7. 66 Skylark 3 Bemard Davey Landed Chilbolton 23

Place Pilots
1. Wally Kahn
2. Tony Deane-Drummond
3. Hugh Mettam/Rika Harwood
4. George Burton/Jill Walker
5. Frank Irving/Paul Minton/

Bernard Davey ..
6. Roger Mann (one day only)

FINAL RESULTS
Points 7. Frank IrvingfPaul Minton/

260 Bemard Davey .. 93
200 8. Ann and Lorne Welch 68
195 9. David Carrow/Mike Gee .. .. 28
142 The marking system used was the same as

the revised National Contests marks except
103 that no slide-rule was used.
100 W.A.H.K.
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ANew Glider Radio
by red Stark

A T last, a radio designed to aircraft
standards and suitable for use in sail·

planes is shortly to be available to the
gliding movement. It is a small, ·extremely
robust set, made and marketed by the firm
of Bumdept Limited, Erith, Kent, whose
participation in the field of airborne radio
is long established.

A prototype set, which is to be known as
the "BE 255", was recently evaluated by the
Army Gliding Association; when installed
in a Skylark 2 it was used during this year's
"Wave Safari" (a report on the expedition
appeared in the April issue).

The set, which measures some 7 x 4! x III
ins. and weighing only 611bs., was moun
ted directly above the battery, in the special
quick-release tray provided with the set.
A small remote-control box containing the
final audio stage, which is transistorised
anq fed to a 3.in. speaker, 'S.ocket for micro.
phone and earphones (if required), and also
the transmit switch and volume control,
combined all in one unit, was installed
within easy reach of the pilot on the right
hand side of the canopy. To avoid any
possibility of confusion, the master on/off
switch from the 12-volt battery supply to the
set's transistor power pack was mounted
separately on the instrument panel.

The aerial used with the trial installation
was a single pole of approximately a quarter
wave in length (19 in.), earthed to a ground
plane of just double that length in the form
of a "T", the whole assembly being placed
on the side of the fuselage and fixed by
covering with 2-in. masking tape. The feed
to the se~ was with 45-ohm coaxial cable. If
one had been making a more permanent
installation, then without doubt it would
have been better to use a standard whip
aerial and mounting as normally seen on
light aircraft, such as the Auster.

During flight, the pilot bad only to turn
on the master switch, wait a moment or two
for the set to warm up, then transmit or
receive without further ado, adjusting the
volume of the incoming signal to the desired
level. The ability to adjust the volume
proved invaluable,especially when on tow,
as the close proximity of the tug radio ten
ded to produce signals which completely
swamped the glider set.

Contact with the ground station, which
had been set up at the Midland Gliding
Club on the Long Mynd, which itself is
some 1,500 ft. a.s.l., was established over
distances of some 40-50 miles from aircraft
heights varying from 3,000 to 9,000 ft. a.s.!.
which was considered to be ex,remely good.
taking account of the aerial whiCh was only
a very temporary fitting with unknown
radiation characteristics. Use of the correct
aerial should further improve the air-to
ground range of the set.

Experience gained during the expedition
indicated that only one simple adjustment
was necessary to ensure optimum results.
This was setting the transmitter for maxi
mum strength prior to the first flight of the
day. The transmitter is, in fact, tuned
inductively by two mechanically ganged
dust iron cores which vary the inductance of
the crystal oscillator anode, and the P.A.
circuit, with the tuning indicator on the
front of the set enabling the pilot to see
when the correct power has been reached.
This was a very simple operation, taking
but a moment, and was performed as
part of the normal D.1. on the aircraft.

For the technically minded, the set is a
5-channel (single if required) amplitude
modulated R.T. Transmitter/Receiver with
a power output of 1.25 W. It is designed to
operate in the range 117-134 Mc/s V.H.F.
band, which means that it covers the fre
quency expecially allocated for glider use in
the U.K. (130.4 Mc/s.).

The whole eqjJipment is contained in a
light, well-ventilated metal cover, with the
receiver mounted above the transmitter and
modulator on aluminium side panels, which
form a light, but strong, rigid assembly.
Intercommunication between the units is by
an 8-way socket and jumper lead. The
modulator has a 3OO-ohm balanced input.

The receiver is basically a double super
heterodyne, employing two crystal single
oscillators, one fixed and one variable. The
second detector, A.V.C. detector and first
audio stage are combined in a single valve,
and a diode noise limiter is also incor
porated.

A common audio output/microphone
amplifier is employed, and this gives inter
communication and side-tone facilities,
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- RECEIVER UNrT

SOCKET FOR TRANSISTOR
POWER sumy

(6,. 11. Oil. 24 VOlT).

which are available on both send and with thermals-their ears perhaps being
receive, unless the loudspeaker is in use, more important thermal devices than they
when it is automatically cut out to avoid had ever suspected. One radio manu
parasitic oscillation. The intercommunica· facturer has endeavoured to get round this
tion facilities have little practical value snag by providing a single earphone only,
gliding-wise, but this set is also aimed at the but, like all compromise, it was only
light aircraft fraternity where the noise level partially successful. With the introduction
in aircraft is a little greater, we understand. of a transistorised final audio stage produ-

One of the most telling features of this cing more than sufficient output to operate a
new radio is its transistorised power pack, speaker, with the volume under the direct
which can be adjusted to operate from 6, control of the pilot (all provided with
12 or 24 volts. This provision for working negligible increase in battery consumption).
from the sort of power supply normally we feel this objection is to a great extent
available in gliders. and the fact that tran- overcome.
sistors are inherently efficient. giving both A further point which should commend
long life and reduced battery consumption, itself. particularly to the gliding world, is
also the removal from the scene of the that all fittings are standard and as used by
rotary transformer with all the troubles its the R.A.F. and. as one would expect,
moving parts were apt to cause. is of the become available from time to time on the
greatest interest and practical value from the secondhand radio market, usually at very
gliding point of view. Battery consumption low cost. Also the set can be operated to the
was a little over 3 amps from the 12-volt normal type R.A.F. mask; thus the as
supply as used for the trials (2 x 6 V., 9-amp piring pundits may, should they so desire,
BOSCH). which provided a more than ade- operate both radio and oxygen together.
quate reserve of power. These values would A much longer period for trials is ob
of course be halved if a 24-volt supply were viously necessary to discover how it will
used. stand up to the rough-and-tumble of normal

An objection to the use of radio by many club operation; but it is an interesting note
glider pilots in the past has been the need that no maintenance of any kind proved
to wear headsets, which some' tended to find necessary throughout the whole of the
not only rather tedious during long flights expedition, and the set appears to be
in the- heat of summer, but also apparently completely impervious to damp. cold, and
disturbed their ability to connect and stay the normaJrun of glider-type landings.
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map, and supervised the crowd of enthusi
astic Frenchmen who had descended on the
trailer. In 30 minutes I was airborne. Even
more surprised was the tug pilot, who had
hooked on to him a glider which was not
even on the airfield when he had taken off
on the previous tow.

It was only now that I began to realise
the implications of what I was trying to do,
and that the possibilities of getting a Gold
C, let alone a Gold Diamond, out of this
flight were negligible. To begin with, I
didn't know where I was trying to get to,
except that it was an aerodrome more than
300 kilometres away in a southerly direction
and somewhere on the maps that I seemed
to be sitting on was a line. Then I realised
th;lt, in any case, I didn't even know whel'e
I was startin,g from as I had never looked at
La Ferle on a map, and to get there that
morning I had merely followed the trailer
for 120 miles.

La Ferte Alais
OR: HOW TO GET A DIAMOND IN 30 MINUTES

by Ann Welch

Date: 4th August, 1959
Pi/p': Ann Welch
Glider: Skylark m
COl/ne: La Ferte Alais to Angouleme

airfield.
Distance: 360 km. (223.7 miles).
Results: (a) Diamond Goal;

(b) Women's British National
Goal-flight Record.

W E were in North Switzerland in August
with the family and Nick Goodhart's

Skylark nI, waiting for the weather to
improve. Lome had been flying at Samedan
and now, at last, I was hoping to have a real
assault 00 the Gold C distance which had
been so loog elusive. We had a few more
dayS only before the glider h;ld to return to
England, and our indecision as to whether
to stay where we were, or pursue the
weather across Europe, was fortunately
settled by a chance meeting with Rene
Comte, who told us to go north into France
as soon as possible.

So at 6 the next morning we set off on LATE START
what nearly became a Grand Tour after all. It was after midday when starting, and I
Lorne drove Nick's car and trailer, and I was proposing to hurry along a line of
the Bedford with the tents and children, and unknown length, andwithout a watch (hav
by 6 that evening we reached the gliding ing broken it the day before). I dug out
club at Nancy. We had a warm welcome Lome's maps, which he always sticks
from M. Fevre; but, owing to the damp together, and searched feverishly through
windy weather, left again towards Paris this bulky concertina for my line, while the
almost as soon as we had shaken bands. tug w;lvered up and down jn froDt. The
That night we camped at SI. Dizier, and at finishing touch came when I failed to fiod
6 a.m. set off once more in the direction of anything on the map except Madrid and
La Ferte Alais. On the way the weather Munich; and I came to the conclusion that
showed signs of becoming good at last, and the situation was- out of hand, and that it
by 11.30 we arrived, unheralded and with- would be much simpler to land back and
out even knowing whether the club would have a nice peaceful lunch. Then simul
be able to provide a launch. As we burst taneously I found my LINE and the tug
into the office, M. Pechaud glanced up and, waved me off.
without showing any surprise at his un- The day really looked quite good with 3/8
expected visitors, said: cumulus of no very great depth at about

"You want to fly distance?" 4,000 ft., and there seemed to be a more or
"Yes, 300 kilometres." less following wind of about 8-10 knots
"Then it is not too late if you go at once, (this was something else I hadn't discovered

but at once, and you must go to Angou- before starting). Fortunately the lift was
leme". plentiful in this early stage of the flight, and

Lome and I looked at each other in slight although it was not very strong-lOO
astonishment and then set to. I rushed off 300 ft.. per minute-it gave me a good
to change and to tell the girls what was breathing space to settle down, particular\):
happening. Lorne drew lines for me on his navigation-wise, because I knew that I
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green like everything else around, and not
at all the navigational feature that one
might ex»eCt.

On crossiDg the Cher river my hopes were
raised by breaks in the 8/8 cover, and a
fairly rapid rise in cloud ·base to 5,000 ft.
I had managed to keep high through the
clamp area by scrabbling about in every bit
of lift I found, and so set ·off rapidly and
full of enthusiasm for the clearing sky
ahead. This nearly proved mY undoing,
because the thermals now became much
more difficult to use. They were stmnger,
but narrow, rough aIld rather widely
spaced, and the cumulus, as· well as becom
ing more separated, rapidly becatne ex
tremely transient.

I f'ealised that iD these sort of conditions
it would be fOlly to get low,quite apart from
the fact that it was .also intolerably hot
nearer the ground. I therefore decided to
continue to use everything which helped me,
unless it was obvious that there was some
thing better close ahead. While making up
my mind about this, I was in the middle of
one of the very long straight glides which
became a feature of the later stages of this
flight. Fortunately, after having failed to
centre in two thermals and left them in
disgust, I went for smoke fLom a bonfire at
3! thousand feet (the lowest point in the

could afford \)0 time for wandering off flight) and rose rapidly to near cloud base,
course, let .alone getting properly lost. As a where the lift died .away.
result I got LINE mania to such an extent Cloud base was still going up and was at
that I was never more than two kilometres about 6,000 ft., although I never seemed to
from it tbe whole way, and then only to visit be able to go higher than 5,750 ft. Having
a better-looking cloud. no watch, I was feverishly watching the sun,

As I approached Orleans on the great which \\Ias steadily marchiDg down the sky
bend of the Loire, cloud cover increased to my right, and there still seemed an awful
steadily until I passed over the city .at long way to go. I had used a Roman sort of
4,000 ft. in what appeared to be a complete road running precisely parallel to my track
clamp as far as it was possible to see. line, to check on possible wind changes, but
VisibiTity deteriorated to 2 or 3 miles, and there seemed to be none.
the day looked as though it was finished. I Visibility had now become very good
very nearly turned back to save retrieviDg indeed,. and I bad a fine view of tbe Chateau
mUes, thi.nki.ng of the inCessant driving of Chauvigny on my right, and the town of
tbe last few da.ys, but decided to fly on for Montmorron away to the left; and then I
5 minutes and, if nothing turned up during was across the Vienne.
this time, to then try to return at least some But time was getting short. I reckoned it
of the way. must be somewhere in the region of 5

The clamp continued fora further 15-20 o~c1ock, if not later, and although the
miles, but there were patches of lift about, ~rmals were still rough, narrow and
so I went on, daring neither to deviate right strong, their spacing was becoming very
or left in case I lost myself in the rather wide indeed. r \Vas encouraged, however, by
featureless country, and feeling rather hope- the only threecumulus in the whole sky, and
less about the whole thing. The map showed although they were minute and short-lived,
that the locality was dotted with lakes, but they all three stretched ahead exactly along
from the air they werc~ the most un- my line. They cameand went as individuals,
distinguished puddles, shallow and grey- of course, but cumulus kept appearing just
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30 minutes without turning ,a hair.
The airfield in many ways is similar to

Nyrnpsfield: for all practical purposes a
one-strip field and on a hill surrounded by
trees. It is, however, flatter than Nymps·
field, and the hill is not really soarable.
Two-seaters, mostly aero--towed, are used
for training, and the club fleet consists of
about 20 gliders of different sorts. There
are no private owners; Aero-tows take off
in one direction, with gliders landing in the
opposed direction, but sometimes the tugs
land across the field, using a very short
secondary run. This system seems to work
and the· standard Df competence is very
high. The haJIgani are small and over·
erowded, needing Myndian ingenuity to
get everything in. There is a bunkhouse, a
general office and a canteen-cum-bar, which
is surrounded by several hundred acres of
woodland, blackberry bushes. and sandy
hollows, suitable for barbecues. There is an
excellent swimming bath in the local town_

The facilities, in fact, are nothing
exceptional, but the enthusiasm and spirit
of the 'place are enormous. The training is
thorough, carri~ out with dash, but with!a
hWl d~gree of discipline. The standard 9f
soaring is high and there is an almost
religious fanaticism about using a good
day. Every capable pilot is s~t off, if
necessary completely clearing the contents
of the hangar to do so. And I mean sent
off. The Chef du CenJre, M. Fechaud,
declares the tasks and hands out "Ordre de
Mission" to each pilot. who departs feeling
that clearly it is not permitted to fail.

The problems of retrieving are simply not
considered when sending pilots away, and it
pays to take a sleeping bag in the glider.
There is, however, a system used all over
France which is full of possibilities, but
which works. When the gliders have gone, a
car and a universal trailer sets off, and in
due course one, or two, aerodromes are
designated collecting points and the traila'
gathers up the gliders and deposits them
there; meanwhile, tl\gs shuttle back and
forth, usually starting at dawn, towing the
gliders home two at a time. After a really
big day this may ·take some time.

The Club at La Ferte is extremely lucky
in its President, who also paints the price
less cartoons which adorn the clubhouse
walls; in the Chef, M. Pechaud, who, apart
from being a fine pilot himself, is a first
class organizer; and in their instructors and
engineers.

We are planning, to return next year.

where I wanted them, and I used the lift,
half in and out, furious that I couldn't find a
centre, and satisfied that at least I wasn',t
going down, watching the Vienne river
wind away to Confolens, and peering ahead,
hoping that 1 could see my goal, for it
seemed possible now that I might arrive.
Instead came another long straight glide,
which went on and on through silky air.
Ha~tily I did inaccurate sums, which
assured me that from my ~,OOO ft. J would
grind to a halt in the middle of the forest a
few miles this side of Angouleme.

I flew on and on, prayiIlg for just one
morc thermal, howev~r miserable. It earne.
It wasn't miserable, but almost the best
thermal of the day, and feeling that one
should not spurn a gift of the gods, I used
it right to the top and sailed over the forest
above 4,000 ft. It was easy then to reach the
airfield, ami having made 100% certain that
it really was the right airfield and not a
military strip or a racecourse or something
else, I sat back to wander around and really
enjoy the magnificent view ,and the now
superb visibility of this summer afternoon.

I landed at 6 o'clock, finding one other
glider there. The pilot was also from La
Ferte but had been'trting to reach Bordeaux
for his 500 kms. He looked at me rather
doubtfully when I said I had come from La
Fert6, and said rather firmly, I thought, that
he had been still there at 11 o'clock, and
wasn't it strange that he hadn't seen me?
He also said that Chris Wills was trying to
get to Angouleme, and so we waited a
while before telephoning back, hoping that
he would come in; but he was unlucky,
although he got his 300 kms. all right.

To my astonislunent the entire family
arrived with the trailer at midnight, having
done 400 miles of motoring during the day
with Lame as the only driver. He had
burgled the gates of the aerodrome and we
bad a hilarious conversation outside the
windQws of the guardroom, in which the
Moroccan guard were sleeping soundly
with the curtains drawn back and all the
lights full on.

We put all the camp beds in the bar,
carrying in the four-year-old who had gone
to bed in the car, and who woke up in the
morning facing a huge scarlet, black and
white mural and with the temperatme up
in the 90's.

When we got back to La Ferte Alais we
set up camp and were able to see what sort
of an organisation it was that could
successfully hurl off a ~ect stranger in
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• See article by Dr. Raspet in GLIDING
for July 1951, p. 73.'

RECENT progress in sailplane aere
dyn~ has brought quite a few

sailplanes to the point where the glide ratio
is near' forty to one.. Among these are
RJ-5, Meteor, Elfe M, and the latest to
join the ranks, Phoenix. In general the
approach to high performance has followed
that laid down for RJ-5, namely drag
reduction by extending the laminar regime
and by eliminating pressure drag ateas·.

To, exceed the forty 10 one glide ratio
appears to be a difficult task. Perhaps by
going ·to gigantic sailplanes where high
aspect ratio can be used without becoming
involved with low Reynold's numbers one
may make a small step forward.

But it is not the purpose of this paper to
discuss small steps where bold steps appear
needed. What we wish to discuss then are
the new sources of energy which may be
used to improve the glide ratio of our
contest and record breaking sailplanes.

First, let us look at the process of solar
energy extraction as employed .in soaring.
The sun heats up an area on the ground
above where the air will also be heated.
Convection starting in this heated air takes
place in a narrow column of the atmosphere.
It is the sailplanist's mission to circle in this
upward moving column of air thereby
extracting some of the energy contained in
that column. In general the efficiency of
this process is extremely low.

Suppose now instead of the sun heating
an area on the ground we allow the sun to
impinge on the upper surface of the wing.
On every square foot of wil'lg area at normal
iDCidence there will 00 0.2 h.p. ·of solar
energy collected by any device capable of
transforming the solar heat into pressu.re,
electricity or gas generation.

One efficient process for solar energy

NEW APPROACHES TO SOARING
by August Raspet

Aerophysics Dept., Mississippi State University

This paper, which lVas presented by Dr. Raspel at a Technical Symposium on Soaring organized
last year by the Soaring Society of America, is reproduced by peTmission from ..Soari,!!!" ,

tire official organ of the S.S.A.

conversion is photosynthesis. However, at
the moment this proCess is hardly practical
for sailplanes.

However, the newly developed solar ,cells
which have an ultimate· efficiency of 22 per
cent are now available with efficiencies of 11
cent. This means that a sailplane having
its upper surface covered with -140 sq. ft. of
solar cells will deliver 1,000 watts of
electrical energy.

This energy may be used to drive a.
propeller having an efficiency of say 70 per
cent with the result that a little less than one:
horsepower will be available for propulsion.
One horsepower would reduce the power
losses on Phoenix at 40 m.p.h. from 1.65 h.p.
to 0.65 h.p. This means that the max.imum
glide ratio would jump from 40 to 1 to'
93.5 to I.

Perhaps for the best cross-country
sailplane the solar energy had better be used
for boundary layer control for in this case
penetration will be vastly improved. To·
achieve a full laminar flow On a sailplane
wing such as Phoenix, would require 0.6
h.p. cruis.ing at 100 m.p.h.

10 an Osnv paper Carmichael (Reference
I) showed the .benefits of suction for drag
reduction for sailplanes of various aspect
ratios. In particular, for a sailplane of
aspect ratio equal to 18 the maximum glide
ratio would go up to 50 to I. However, the
gains at higher speeds would be most
valuable for high speed cruising speed
improvement. For example, at 100 m.p.h.
reducing the drag of the Phoenix by 50 per
cent will result in the glide ratio being
doubled at 100 m.p.h., i.e., LID = 34.

In order to delay the stall so t.hat a higher'
wing loadiag COl.lld be used without
sacrificing circling speed the Phoenix would
require only 0.2 h.p. of suction power.
Cornish (RefereFlce 2) suggested .atwo-seater
in which the observer fUrnishes the power
for suction. However, with solar cell power
for suction a single-seater can be designed
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dynamic stabiIization.
During the summer of 1958 Dave Raspet

carried out some experiments along this
line but to date no results are available.
Difficultieswith the autostabiIization scheme
still must be solved.

But let us take a look at the potential
gains which dynamic soaring offers. In a
turbulent enviro~nt measured by Lettau
(Refere~ 4) the energy intercepted by a
sailplane of 50 foot span at 60 m.p.h.
amounts to 6.0 h.p. If the efficiency of
energy conversion were only 2S per cent
there would result a power gain of I.S h.p.
This is nearly sufficient to sustain Phoenix
if! level Bight. In other words, the glide
ratio would be infinity.

If the conversion efficiency were only 10
per cent the Phoeoix would enjoy an LID
jump from 40 to I to 63 to 1.

Clearly, the potential of dynamic soaring
is such that we must at least investigate
what gains can be made by such energy
elttraction schemes as have been suggested.
In the past nO clear method was available
for discriminating the action of this process.
However, the comparison flight technique,
whereby two sailplanes of ideQtical geo
metry and wing loading are towed to
altitude and flown as a team, does permit
a clear delineation of dynamic soaring
versus gliding. All one needs do is fly the
tearn in turbulence and measure the relative
altitude loss of the two sailplanes. If the
one fitted for dynamic soaring stays
consistently above the classical sailplane we
know the answer. Furthermore by meas
uring the difference in sinking speeds we
know directly how much horsepower is
being extracted by the dynamic soaring
machine. If, at the same time, the sailplanes
carry turbulence measuring instruments one
can arrive at a measure of the efficiency of
the energy extraction.

Extraction of Energy from
Atmospheric Turbulence

Under some conditions next to the
surface of the earth, i.e., in the earth's
botlndary layer, there exists considerable
energy in the form of ,turbulence. Spectral
power distributions show that this energy
peaks at a frequency of about one cycle per
second. This means that the turbulence
cells containing the maximum energy are
of the order of a span in size.

This being the case it appears that any
attempt to extract energy from these cells
mu.st be done with a device having a
response time at least as fast as one second.
The sailplane responds in pitch at such
a speed but it really does not have to pitch
in order to gain energy from turbulence.
Klemperer (Reference 3) has shown in his
monumental paper that for energy to be
gained by an aircraft flying through a
turbulent air mass the sailplane must merely
hold a fixed longitudinal attitude. This Away From Higb Aspect Ratios
implies a sailplane with neutral stability.
Therefore if we wish to improve the glide With the suction boundary layer now
rati<> of our sailplanes in passage between fairly well reduced to a practical system we'
thermals we merely need to install a weight must re-examine ou, lust for high aspect
which can be moved toward the tail so that ratio. In general high aspect ratio yields a
the center of gravity is moved to the high glide ratio at a comparatively low
neutral point, speed for wing loadings found most

However, such a simple expedient may practical for thermal soar.ing. Of course,
not under dynamic conditions hold a fixed the optimum wing loading will vary with
pitch attitude. In this case a stabilization the region in which soaring will be done.
by means of a rate of pitch gyro coupled to However, the current range of wing loading
a servo on the elevator would provide the does not vary the location of the best glide
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for both low drag and high lift boundary
layer control.

Obviously the ideal use of solar energy
would lie between straight propulsion at
best glide ratio to all out suction for the
very low circling speeds and the high
cruising speeds. Adjustment of the relative
distribution of this power will result in
varying the general flight characteristics of
the sailplane.

Eventually solar ceIls will be made so
efficient that enough power will be available
for level flight. In this case the slow
cruising speeds at which minimum power
oc;:curs· will not be fast enough to win
contests or to break records. Then both
solar~Usand solar energy in thermals must
be utilised to maximum cross-country
soaring. However, this is a problem that
must be deferred, while we do research to
utilise the presently available solar cells.
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Lt is with the deepest regret that we have
learned, as we go to Press, of the death of
Dr. Raspet On 27th April as a result of
injuries in an aeroplane accident in the
United States.-ED.

Commenting on Dr. Raspet's paper,
reproduced above, Dr. Paul B. MacCready
suggests that a sailplane with a sink ,as low
as 1 ft./s,ec. "might be able to stay up
almOl>t any place, any time," as there are
usually "at least some local vertical
velocities" of that order, so zero sink is
unnecessary. But such a machine would
have to be light, with poor penetration.

Cloud lift can be boosted by seeding that
part of it above freezing level with dry ice
or silver iodide, which, if released into an
upcurrent, rises faster than the glider and
then takes only five to fifteen minutes over
the seeding process. A thoroughly over
seeded cloud will not ice-up the ~ilplane,
Dr. MacCready points out, "and the~ is
alwayS the chance that the rain or lightning
produced by the seeding may slow down a
competitor who reaches the cloud after you
have left it."

He also refers to the idea of tossing out
powdered carbon black 'to absorb the sun's
radiation and start a therma1 (see SAlLPL/oNE
& GLIDING, February 1959" p. 13),and
suggests that "for sailplane use, probably a
long vertical line of ,carbon black particles
would be better than a puff."

Another suggestion by Paul MacOeady
is for a sailplane in a strong upper wind to
lower an "air anchor" into a weak wind
lower down, and climb likie a kite. In a
region of strong wind sheaJ', ~uch as neaf
the border ofajet stream, a pair of sailplanes
eopld use each other ,as the air anchor.
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peak on the speed scale by more than 10
m.p.h. This bcingthe case we must ask how
we can put the peak in glide ratio in the
cruising speed regime of inter-thermal
speeds. . . . .

The lift coefficient at Which best ghde
ratio occurs is the square root of pi times
aspect ratio times parasite drag coefficient.
Quite clearly a sai~plane w~ich ~as l.ts best
glide ratio at .low lift c~fficlent unplies low
,!hag and low aspect ratio. . .

A typi<:al sailplane of this configUIatJon
is the EPB-Plank. However, the extremely
low drag needed to make such a configura
tion useful ,must be obtained by' ~l;1ction

boundary layer ~ntro1.. In Figure 1 are
shown curves of ~hde ratio versus speed ~or
the Plank in various states compared With
RJ-S One can readily see that the low
as~t ratio, low drag m~chine i~ capable.of
amazillg ~rformance 10 reglOn~ w~ere
thennals are strong but not necessanly Wide.

CQllClusion
The author reali;zes that this paper

~uggests many concepts ~yond the ~COpe
ofthe avetage~i1plane~es.lgner ~d.bUilder.
However, we must begm thinking and
doing something to bre~ through the 40
to 1 barrier. Perhaps a sunple scheme can
advance the art of soaring by a large
increment, This paper is aimed at iflspiring
some activity toward such an end.
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Prospects of Distant Thermal Detection
by D. Brennig James

THE current practice in aviation is to only 200 feet a dramatic improvement in
expose the bodies of countless numbers performance and in the pilot's frame of

of algae to the sun's light, then after a long mind should accrue (the theoretical maxi
period of time their decomposed remains mum would seem to be about 1,000 f~t).
are extracted and bUrned in steel pots in The shape and form of a thermal .is still
such a way that the expanding products of the subject of controversy, but for the
combustion supplies thrust to push a purposes of this argument it will be asswned
glorified glider through the sky. The overall to be a rising column of air substantially
time taken to do this is several hundred unbroken from ground to inversion. Its
million yea.rs and seems rather a round- buoyancy may result either from its in
about way of doing things. Bright sunshine creased temperature in relation to its
is the equivalent of anything up to half a environment or its increased humidity, or
million horse-power per square mile, and a both. The average molecular weight of air
good percentage of this finds its way into is about 29 against water which is 18, so that
thermal convection currents which occur it is feasible to have a thermal colder than
with an average frequency of about ten per the surrounding air which still ascends as it
square mile. The present technique in contains sufficient water vapour to reduce
soaring is to detect a thermal by flying into its density; and since this humidity factor
it and recording the aircraft's resultant may account on the average for about 30%
climb. The plan form of a sailplane "scans" of a thermal's buoyancy, it comes as no
approximately 2,000 square feet per second, surprise to find that thermals are often
an area small in relation to one tenth of a capped by cumulus clouds.
square mile which-is.the area to be covered Other factors which distililguish thermals
to give an even chance of finding a thermal. are increased dust content and a positive

Most of the development work in sail- charge. Dust content is only useful when
plane design has been with the purpose of the amount is great, as in a large smoke
flattening the angle of glide, so that from a plume; the possibility of its detection by
given height a sailplane has the maximum rather sophisticated polarised light appara
amount of available area to scan. Further tus is feasible but remote, since the packet of
progress in this direction is now heavily air one wishes to detect should be at a
restricted by the law of diminishing returns, gradient of abou~ 1 in S downwards and
so that a heavy cost increment gives only a ahead of the machine, so that the clear
small performance increment. background of the sky is no assistance to its

Since there are about ten thermals per detection. The temperature of distant
square mile on the average, the distance theonals cannot be detected by infra-red
between each should be about one-third of radiation, but it would seem feasible to use
a mile, so, provided that the pilot could have 1.25 cm. radar tQ find them on the basis of
previous knowledge of their location, getting water absorption in this band.
from one to another should be a simple The most promising possibility is to take
matter. Distant thermal detectors such as advantage of the thermal's positive charge
cumulus c1Quds. birds and other sailplanes to detect it by the horizontal static potential
already exist, and their presence makes the gradient it produces. The instrument
soaring pilot's task much easier; however, required is a sensitive valve electrometer of
the surprising thing is that cross-countrY about 1010 ohms resistance and ±5 V full
flights of over 200 miles can be made in their scale deflection-a suitable circuit diagram
absence, a tribute as much to the pilot's is shown. This sho\Jld be earthed and well
tenacity in enduring this form of mental screened from local sources of static by
torture. -as to his skill and judgement. foil or wire gauze.

It would seem logical to develop thermal The choice of a suitable probe raises
detectors if they are feasible so as to in- several problems; however, the simplest to
crease the lateral range of detection from start with is a capacity probe consisting of
about one-third of a span to the ideal range a few yards of coaxial cable acting as a high
of about 2,000 feet. On cumnt theory this resistance condenser. This is connected
does not seem feasible, but with a range of across the poles of the electrometer and-
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introduces a temporallag into the system so
that the meter indicates the rate of loss or
gain of potential with time. Increasing the
capacity increases sensitivity at the ex
pense of a high lag, so that the optimum
value should be found by trial and error.

This is a cheap and simple piece of ap
paratus; it is suggested that interested
pilots snould knock one up for use in the
coming summer. Quite definite deflections
on entering and leaving therrnals have been
found, but the results require considerable
interpretation; it is hoped that someone can

develop the device into a suitable distant
thermal detector (and save us all a lot of
money).

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.-I am indebted to
Dr. Arnent and George Burton for advice
on the general topic of thermal detection,
and to Mr. J. Pender for the development of
the electrometer. The best books of
reference are:
Recent Advances in Atmospheric Electricity,

by L. C. Smith (pergamon Press);
Atmospheric Electricity, by J. A. Chalmers.

Young Fellow goes Solo
by Julian Primett

I SAT there smoking and staring gloomily Neither typhoon, nor gale. nor any heaven
out of the clubhouse window. Flat sent whirlwind could save me that evening.

late-afternoon clouds faded and dissolved Sure, it's the same wi.th anyone before
over Long Mynd. The other fellows all sat solo. But this was my solo, not anyone
around the tea table, laughing and talking else's.
to one another, but I couldn't face them. J With much scraping ofchairs andjQstling,
was totally absorbed in my fear and in all the group at the table rose to leave. On' of
the things at. which I'd ever failed. I knew them beckoned me and, with a sense of
there was to be no reprieve for me that awful finality, I joined them as they trooped
evening; the air over the district for miles in through the doorway. Glancing back, r was
every direction was flat and still. A hush of sad for all the little things I migbt see DO
doom had gathered about the sunlit scene. more; packets of Players, bottles of
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Worthingtom, and battered copies of free as cotton wool, and there were miles of
Lillipul. blue in every direction. I could stretch out

They were flying circuits out on the hill. my hands and grasp it. I could roar with
People jumped into T-lls and Prefects, laughter and nobod}" would hear. I went
smiling and sometimes even roaring with throul;h a stall and shouted as I tore earth
laughter. Nothing to it; up,across and ward after it,
down. Then get out and grin. At this That's the way I felt.
instant I was suddenly struck: by the I banked right and the sun, slanting
frightful reality of it all. I was to fly, mot across Wales, caught my wings aod etched
amybody else. I, solo. My last reserves of them a rich red, iJ,gainst the br<:lwns and
resolve caved in and I had started to edge greens below. Then I abandoned all
towards my car when I realised that a little romancing and flew home by the book.
group had gathered about me. They Very careful downwind leg-even to remem
effectively cut off that escape route and I bering the instructor's, warning about air
decided to retreat. I turned around and brakes on Prefects. I gave the lever a hard
what r saw made me cringe with fear. There tug and felt a clutching hand reach up from
was Prefect, wing down and empty. A the ground. I rapidly replaced the brakes,
dl,lngeon gate slammed to. then glanced down to estimate my height

One fellow led me, numb and' incoherent. and smiled at the anxious little knot of
to the cockpit. Then he strapped me in. all people all straining and willing me to get
the while talking of airbrakes, and sink over safely down from the sky.
the hiU. I just let him talk. But then I As four hundred feet came up r was placed
recognised him a; the one who had given up just right for the cr0sswind beat. I banked.
his launch for me. A bitter smile curved A flutter of fear then. After this a short
across my face when, on looking around, I crosswind leg and turn in. Brakes out.
also saw the fellow who had put me through Time running out. Wind noise mounting.
spins. ' - All change for Jord'an. Height right. Don't

There was nothing for it but to give "take say anY prayers, you're going to make it.
up' slack" and wait. Nothing happened. No Check. Bump, gentle bump.
ome except the si~aller moved. No faint We slithered across the heather, but that
breeze ruffled the heather. Nothing stirred rather solid-looking fence was coming up
until, with an almost audible crack, my last rapidly. Too rapidly, Mote fear. However,
nerve shattered. I had seen the cable snake we stopped before it. I gave a huge, "phew!"
across the heather. I gave a strangled "All relaxed, and felt enormously happy. I
Out", then the aeroplane and I careered' grinned at the others and pretended
a<!:ross the hilL We bumped and were modesty while my heart sang in my ears.
gently borne aloft. AUfine, except I'd pulled the brakes only

After that the worst of the fright went- half out.
just like anyone else's solo. Slowly, and Then the B. There was less excitement to
with a great rushing of air, we soa~ed above start with but, as it turned out, more sink.
the hill. All my meagre pOwers of con- I forgot all about sink on the hill and
centration were fastened on cable-breaks. burbled happily down the ridge, falling
At three hundred feet I brought the stick stonewise with gay abandon. This con
back ,and kept it gently going back. That tioned until it came time to turn over the
elemental fear of falling down and back was clubhouse. Rude shock. I could have
gone, and I headed straight for the sky. I flown into, or around, bl,lt not over the
wa,s flying up a long, safe corridor of air clubhouse. As it happened I fkw around it
out of which it felt impossible to fall. Up I anci landed in heart-stopping fashion
rushed, feeling like a '14-18 war pilot, with between a T-21 and the umbilical little
the wind singing through my hair. At just knot of people who had lived with me
nine hundred feet the cable rumbled. I through my birth pangs. Someone signed
dipped forward, released, and felt my my log book and the cord was cut.
stomach squirm as I visualised the cable That's how I received the high initiation.
searing down to the winch. Then was 1licensed to throwaway my clean

Then came the conscious realisation. that raincoat and don a T.V.C.-stained, evil
I was not at all frightened. Prefect and I smelling, flying suit, and multi-hued
sat in the air with placid ease. We were as woollen hat!
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The R.A.F. Wave Project
W HEN Group Capt. N. W. Kearon,

Deputy Chainnan of the R.A.F.
Gliding & Soaring Association, too,k com
mand of R.A.F. Carlisle last year, the
proximity of the Northern Pennines, the
site· of the famous Helm Wave, stimulated
himt€lorganize an "R.A.F. Wav~ Project"
in which members of RAF. gliding clubs
could take part. Originally scheduled to
take place in March 1960, the project has
been extended on two occasions until it ran
beyond' the Press Day for SAIl.PLANE &
GLIDING, and in consequence a promised
detailed account of the meeting will have
to wait l:lTItiI the August issue.

Meanwhile,. here is a list of the more
interesting wave flights, most of which were
don€ in unexpectedly good waves created
by the Lake District mOUlltains in s.outh-east
winds.

6TH MARCH.-Gp. Ca'))t. N. W. Keamn,
climb to 8,700 ft. in Olympia 401 ; cloudless
sky, wind S.E. bYE.

10TH MARCH.-Sgt. J. S. Williamson and
"Lofty" Eldridge, climb to 10,400 ft. in
Eagle; later Gp. Capt. GoodDody and 5gt.
J. S. WilIiarnson, climb to 8,000 n. in Eagle':
lenticular clouds above, complete cloud
cover below; wind S.E.

18TlI MARCH,.-Gp. Capt. Kearon, 6,700
ft. in cootifluous wave which form~ in lee
of Lake District' mountains. and Pennine.s
and the, Eden Valley between them.

24TH MARCH.-Gp. Capt. Kearon, cli[l1b
to .13,500 ft. in Olympia 401, and stay~

above 10,000 ft. for three hoUlrs; Air Chief
Marshal Sir TheQdore McEvoy in Olympia
afld FI1.-Lielfl. A. Loveland both eX.ceeded
1O,Inl ft.; S.E_ wind.

27TH MARCH.-Flt.-Lieut. F. D. Cretney,
climb to 21,500 ft. in Eagle fioWFJ stllo (see
his article in this issue); Gp. Capt. Kearon,
17,800 ft. in Oliympia 401 ; in N.E. wind at
the Helm site but without characteristic
Helm clouds_

21,500 Feet in an English Wave
by F: D. Cretney

With this flight, made daring the RA.F. Wave Project at Carlisle, Flight-Lieut. Cretney
reached the greatest height yet attained in a wave over the British hies.

I TRAVELLE!) ,up to. Kirkbride on Friday, man said that waves were nnlikely due to
25th March, with Squadron Leader the strong instability and a decreasing wind

Erownlow of the Wessex Club, to spend a with height, so our hopes. died somewhat.
second perio<l in the area. saturday, the and having sent someone to have a look at
26th, produced nothing but low stratus and the Eden· Valley with no success, we
a strong easterly wind at Kirkbride, which contented ourselves thermal soaring.
made aero-towing out of the question; but However, about I p.m. we noticed a
by 4 p.m. the wind had dropped sufficiently classic high lenticular to the south-e:ast of
for John Brownlow al1d myself to el'll'llore Kirkbride, visible through a hole in the
the Eden Valley between Carlisle and sheet of cu and strata-Cl:!, so we d~ided to
Penrith in a Chipmunk. There was no tow Paddy Kearon down the Eden Valley
doubt whatsoever that the wave was above the strato-cu sheet to explore. I
working, for stratus could be seen pouring towed him off at about 2 p.m. and released
down the lee side of Crossfell, and then him just to the east of Penrith above six
there was a narrow line of blue sky and' a eighths cloud in strong wave lift. He
very turbulent roll cloud just to tlie I'ee of radioed back to say it was working well, so
tbe hill. Howev<:r, it was too rough to I roared back and jumped into the Eagle,
risk a low. only to find it had sprung an oxygen leak

Sunday prod\Jced a bright morning with during th€ day, so the ens.uing fumble to
a blue sky and surface wind of 050°/15 kts., refill kept me on the ground until 3.40 p.m.,
but by 10.30 the sky had become a very when I was towed off (solo in \Iiew of the
good. thermal picture. The Preston met. doubtful oxygen capacity).
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I was released at 8,500 feet over Penrith
in 100 f.p.m_ lift. It took me a little while
to get sorted out, but' eventually I managed
to maintain a rate of climb of 100 Lp.m.,
which took me to 17,700. feet, when I lost
the lift. J could now see a classic roll-eloud
in the lee of Crossfell, and then about eight

rolls of stTllto-cu, b\!lt the high lenticulars
had. disappeared. I had ~n in th~ third
wave, so I moved forward through severe
sink (1,000 f.p.m.) and, having lost 1,500
feet in the process, found lift again over the
second wave cloud which took me ur> to
21,500 feet. No amount ofsearching would
produce any more height, so I decided to'
move forward to the front wave cloud which
looked as, if it should haVe< produced some
thing extra; but alI I coufd find was reduced
sink, so I retired hurt to the second wave,
having lost some 2,000 feet in lhe process.

B.G.A.
Huit Jours Angers

As none of the seeded pilots have applied
to enter for these competitions, to be held

I from 2nd to 10th July, the entry is now
open to anyone who has a Silver C and flies
a single-seater. The tasks will be triangles
and out-and-returns. Some of the costs of
the journey wilI be borne by the organisa
tion. The closing date for entries is 1st

Once again 100 f.p.m. lift was contacted
and again I got back to 21,500 feet.

Each time I reached 21,500 feet the' lift
increased slowly to about 400 f.p.m. and
then there would be a few sudden bangs
and we would be back in down. The first
few times this happened I assumed I had
wandered out of lift, but after about the
sixth time I came to the conclusion that
this, in fact, was the top of the wave, This
conclusion, and the fact that it was by now
6.15 p.m. and beginning to get dark, and the
fact that I was so cold I could not feel all)'
fingers or toes at all, and was above seven
eighths cloud in not the most friendlY
country in England, made me decide to
return. So firstly I set off downwind through
the waves, which produced gradually less
lift .and sink respectively, as I went down
wind. I then set a compass course for
Kirkbride, and after 30 minutes I saw the
Solway Firth below from 15,000 feet, so I
pulled the brakes out and descended through
a gap, landing ba~k at Kirkbride at 6.45
p.m. after a little difficulty scraping the
fmst off the instnlIl~ntsso that I could see
the Airspeed!

I have since heard that Chris Riddell, of
the Yorkshire Club, operating indepen
dently from a field at Melmerby, reached
9~OOO feet from a winch launch at the same
time as I was airborne-so for th~ who
go at the right lime and release at a sensible
height and/or carry a passenger, Diamonds
and two-seater records are there for the
asking.

I have not yet had a met. analysis of the
day concerned, but the forecast winds were:
surface 050°, 15-20 kts.; 5000 feet, 040g/15;
10,000 ft. 040°/20: 20,000 ft. 040°/15. It
was very apparent what little wind there
was at height, and my finger tips still tell
me that it was jolly cold up there that day!

News
June, and probably only one tearn from
each country will be accepted. Mote details
are obtainable from the B.G.A. office.

Gliding in Spain
The British Embassy in Madrid has

informed the British Gliding Association
that the gliding school at Huesca can accept
seven glider pilots from Bri tain this year.
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9,000 FEE.T-BUT WAS IT THE HELM?
by J. C. Riddell

On 27th March, the day t!KIt two R,A.F. pilots reached 21 .JOO and 17,800ft. respectively Qfter
Qero-tow to the lee of Cross Fell, Chris Ridde/l, of the Yorkshire Gliding Club, had a winch
launchfrom the same spot in the Eden Valley from which the late Noel McClean made hisfi/"st
climb in.a Helm W4ve 21 years ago. Fol/()wing Mr. Ridde.l/'s notes, we give, a$ a maller of
histPric interest, some .extracts from Mr. Mt:Clean's description ofhis 1939 flight, the only
one yet made in a typical Helm Wind characterized by the "Helm" cloud over Cross Fell

anti the "Helm Bar" at the top of the "rotor" in the valley,

TffiS flight was velY turbulent anu I found was the very steep front of the wave an<J:
it very unpleasant. I took a winch the wisps of doud carried away from the

launch to 800 ft. 0,800 ft. a.s.1.) and sank top and suggesting turbulence. These wispS
tq 600 ft. before· I found strong lift and were carried forward into the direction {If
elimbed away. This lift was very elusive to the wind, which I estimate was 20 knts. at
begin with, 3S I was about as low as contact this height; it did not impede my progress'.
could be made. The lift impr~ved ranidly Turbulence was found at ~veral heights,
as soon as I was in the wave, and between Th", worst was felt bet.ween 6,000 and
4,000 ft. and 5~OOO ft. I was climbing at 7,0C1J ft.
2,400 ft. per minute. I timed thi.; on my On further tho\Jght about this wave, I
stop-watch and the climb between these think it was a mild form of Helm and was
heights took 25 seconds. I reached 9',300 ft. not the rip-roaring wind that has been
a.$.l. bu.t did not wish to go any higher as spoken of in the past. The whole area was
I bad a cold and I didn't Wimt any trouble. set up with waves but none were as strOI\g.

The wave was very interesting because it I flew casually over to Tebay ,and landed
did not start until 2.30 p.m. My t.ake-off at the Lakes Ou.b where I soared a slight
was at 3.25 p.m. The wave develope4 wave over 1heir site for about IS minutes
rapidly and stayed stationary Qver ~he and watched tl1em put their aircraft in the
ground some two miles from the crestDf the hangar.
Pennines. The wind measured by an A.S..! The flignt was _c:lITied out in the Skylark
Il,nd Pi"tot that I had rigged up was 15 kts. I which had just been repainted. It was an
gusting to 20 kts. There was !l0 Helm ideal aircraft for the purpose due to its ease
Ooud on the Pennines although tile wave of handling, Tnis was the first time that I
c;loud itself had a base at 4;000 ft. and a top had seen lift off the x 2 scale on my Cook
at 9,000 ft. One feature that was unl.lsual 'variometer.

THE FIRST HE.LM WAVE FLIGHT
by Noel Mr;Clean

Reproduced from THE SAILPLANE & GUPER of August, 1939

THREE attempts were made at contacting and reaJ:hed there at .600 ft, above tAAe-off.
the Helm Wave; by Savage, McOean At this time we held the theory that the

and Allan respectively. All launches were wall of cloud marked the upward flow of
from the Newcastle Gliding Club's normal the wave. We know now that it marks the
flying ground at the foot of the ridge at apex reached by the various layers of air.
Bank Hall Farm, the usual pOsitions of In accordance with our former theory
macbine and winch being reversed~ however, Savage proceed~ to circl~ under

Savage was launched by winch on the "Bar, but as ·soon as he flew to the west
Wednesday, 21st June, in· the Grunau side of it was forced down so quickly tnat
Baby, and on releasing at SOO ft. flew at he had no time to do more thall scramble a
opcedown wind towards the Helm Bar. landing anywhere. By the time we had
He had plussix in<;hes showing in the, Cobb- retrieved him flying was finished for the
Slater variometer all the way tQ the Bar day.
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On the Thursday, 29th June, the Helm
was still blowing so I took a launch in the
Grunau and at onre found lift. I quartered
a little towards the Bar, but profited by
Savage's experience and did not approach
too closely. The lift speedily mounted to
25 ft. per second and except for some
stickiness at 1,000 and again at 9,000 ft.
above take-off had a perfectly pleasant, if
cold, ride to 11,140 ft. above take-off. My
object in not waiting to explore tbe wave
fully was to permit Allan and Savage to

get their Gold C height, after which I
intended having another flight, witn some ex
ploration tnis time. But greed did not
pay, because when Allan took off in a SO
mile-an-hour Helm he struck only a violent
down-draught and a very sti,;ky landing
ground, and by the time we had hauled the
macnine back to the proper landing ground
it was late evening. Apparently the entire
system had moved out a mile or so from
the ridge.

Barge Lift

."!", .

by Flight-Lieut. P. D. Lane
C.F.l. Clevelands Gliding Club

O N Sunday, 21 February, the Clevelands finals. Having at last concluded that the
R.A.F.G.S.A. Gliding Club at Leeming rotor underneath a standing wave was

were having difficulty in doing any con- lying N.-S. across the airfield, I decided to
structive training because of very severe go as far as possible from the next launch
turbulence in the airfield 'circuit. Small to find the updraught of the wave. The
short-lived cumulus between 2,000 and 4,000 Sedbergh was alone on the airfield, so at
ft. which refused to give any workable lift 14.45 the Land R.over launched me with
floated across in the local areas only in the L.A.C. Hitchman on runway 22/04. I hung
westerly wind. The instability they suggested on to a very turbulent autotow until the
refuted the idea of a stable layer, and the extreme west end of the runway, and cast
sky was otherwise clear. It was nOt until off at 1.100 ft.
after lunch that the penny dropped. Flying at the upwind end of the airfield

The surface wind varied considerably in was extremely rough, but after flying barely
direction and strength all the time, despite a quarter of a mile upwind the turbulence
the steady westerly aloft, and on almost ceased and smooth lift indicated the
every launch we experienced violent upward updraught of the wave proper. Flying at
gusts in the upwind end of the circuit, with 42 kts. directly into wind, we maintained
an unusually strong gusty downdraught on station and allowed the Sedbergh to be

drifted very gradually back and up the
slope.

The lift soon settled to around 250 ft.
per minute and became perfectly smooth.
At 5,000 ft. we could main1ain station at
35 knots indicated, and were able to explore
the wave cross-wind.

The wind increased in strength with
height and forced us to put the Sedbergh's
nose directly into wind again shortly after
bu,t we managed tQ travel some three miles
along the wave. Flying at 45 knots in the
open cockpit, we began to feel very cold and
put our parka hoods over our heads, but
the lift continued unbelievably smooth and
the aircraft climbed "hands off" for over
1,000 ft.

At around 8,000 ft. the lift began to fall
off, and at 9,300 ft. the vario fell to zero.

Exploring up and down wind produced
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sink, so we allowed the Sedbergh to drift
cross-wind both ways to Ix: sure that we had
reached the top, and then moved back to
measure the downdraught. By this time
we were both practically frozen, so, having
decided that a downwind dash would not
prove anything, we descended into the air
field circuit through t'he downdraught, which
seemed to be of the same order as tbe lift.

Coming back into the airspace occupied
by the rotor below 2,500 ft., the turbulence
was felt again, and at 1,500 ft. o,ver the
downwind end of the runway it could be
described as violent,. but at least it prepared,
us for the approach to land, which was
marked by the same violent downgusts as

before.
Plotting the positIOns of the J;otor up

and down-draughts, the point of contact of
the wave lift and the apparent aest, on the
map, suggests that we were flying in the
second wave crest. produced by the Pennines
due west of Leemillg, which is some ten
miles downwind of the I,OOO-ft. contour,
with a wave ength of l\Tound six miles.

Apart from the time taken to thaw out
from this trip, our on1y regret was that the
speed range of our faithfl,ll two-seater gave,
us little worn for exploration; but the next
time our resident wave sits overhead in
clear air, no time will be lost in recognising
the fact.

Hide and Seek
by W. E. Crease

TIi£ pilot, sliding back along the Clwyd
Range as the evening wave folded up,

saw the trailer waiting for him at the foot of
the hill. It was opposite the best pub in the
district.

"No flies €In my crew!" said the pilot to
himself.

"And since the trailer is so conveniently
placed, why go even as far as the normal
landing fields? The farmer has kindly
moved his cows out of the field nellt dOor.
Let us lob straight into the crew's arms."

Skim the pub by a nice: ten feet and touch
down between the cowpats. There was the
trailer, sticking up behind the roadside
hedge-but no crew came running.

"ToQ busy drinking, I suppose," said the
pilot. resignedly.

Tip into wind. Parachute on it, and walk
over tQ the trailer.

"Oh dear! A trailer but no car! Now
where have the clots got to?"

An enquiry at the pub-"No! they've not
been here."

A quick pint.
Put a note pintled to the trailer-"I am

just over the hedge. Hurry up!" Then back
to the Oly, just in time to stop the farmer
turning his coWs loose on it.

Keep the cows off"till dusk. Then tip a
small boy to keep an eye ,on it while one
goes.foi' another beer. -Walk towards the
trailer and suddenly see it level off and
begin to move!

Run frantically across the field a_Dd leap,
into the rQad in time to see the ,end of the
trailer disappearing in the direction of
Ruthin. CUrse!

Ring Clwyd Gate. "Tell those clots when
they ring, the Oly's opposite the pub and
I'm in it!"

Return to Oly. Re-tip small boy. Tip'
small boy's mother who wants him to come
to bed. Return to pub for by·now-much-
needed beer. _

Get involved in a game of darts for the
local team, who are one man short.

Want double top. Aim for it. See trailer
pass window headi-ng for Clwyd Gate!
Miss double top! Rush into rQad. Se<l tail
light disappear.

Ring !;lwyd Gate. "Tell those clots,
etc....

Wait half-an-hour.
Ring Owyd Gate again. "Have you sCl;n

those blue.pendlled, asterisked, etc.... '1"
"Yes, their starter's jammed. They're

shaking it!"
Return to pub. .Buy another beer. Get

double top. Wait another half-hour.
Alarms and excursions without. Crowd

enters. On second thoughts not crowd,
but Clayton and two Carrows make a lot
of humanity.

Buy another beer. Buy three more beers.
"Cheers all round." Four hours for I!
miles. Another fast retrieve!
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John Milton-,Father of Gliding
by Kenneth FitzSimons

I SUPPOSE that most of us have always
taken it for granted that gliding is a

comparatively new sport. No doubt this is
the reason for our overlooking for so long
the claim of John Milton, the great seven
teenth century poel, to be consideJ:ed the
father of gliding. This claim is based on a
wonderful passage in Book Two of "Para
dise Lost" describing a gliding flight in
cloud, made under conditions of extreme
turbulence, probably in a large cu-nim.

The fanciful seventeenth-century langu
age cannot conceal Milton's accurate know
ledge of our sport. His reference at the
beginning of the passage to thermals is
followed by a vivid description of the severe
sink found in the region of cu-nims, the
climax being a remarkable account of
flying in strong lift found at tbe core of these
clouds. Here is the passage to which I refer:

"0 •. At last his sail-broad vans
He spreads for flight, and, in the surging

smoke
Uplifted, spurns' Hie ground; thence

many a league
As in a cloudy chair, ascending rides
Audacious; but that seat soon failing,

meets
A vast vacuity. All unawares,

Fluttering his pennons vain, plumb
down he drops

Ten thousand fathom deep, and to this
hour

Down had been f,alling, had not
The strong rebuff of some tumultuous

cloud,
Instinct with fire and nitre, hurried him
As many miles aloft. .."
Milton must himself have been an ex

perienced pilot to have gained the material
for the writing of this passage. He has had
to use, probably for the benefit of non
gliding readers, some metaphorical ex
pressions such as " ... fluttering his pennons
vain." This beautiful and poetic line depicts
wonderfully the frantic action of the glider's
ailerons as the pilot banks desperately from
left to right in his attempts to get out of the
"down".

The first words also-"At last his sail
broad vans he spreads for flight" -how well
they f;Onjure up for us the hours of effort
before the pilot finally gets his glider
rigged and is ready for launching!

Probably fear of being accused of witch
craft prevented Milton from leaving more
explicit details of his gliding activities; but
we are fortunate indeed in having this
poetic record of a memorable flight.

IRVING AIRCHUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN LTD
lETCHWORTH. Hertfordshire. Phone letchworth 888
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~~~~~Elliotts of N.
t

Reproduced by kind permission of"FUgl,,"

announce that their latest entirely new designed

SERIES IV Prototype No. 460
first flew on April 26,th, 1960

Leading pilots report superb handling characteristics, and no

modifications necessary prior to full flight tests

Phone:
31~ NEWBURY



...··...bury Ltd.,~~-~~~

ReprodJJced by ki"d /Hrm;ss;on of'·'FlighI H

First time in history weight has been maintained at designed figure
i.e. 340 Ibs.

Production will probably commence in 1961

A few OLYMPIA liB's still available at £800
(ex factory, no instruments)

Hire purchase terms available subject to government regulations

Cables-Grams

" SMOKELESS. NEWBURY
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Ultra-Light Inflatable Sailplanes
by O. W. Neumark

ENCOURAGED by Air Commodore L. P. plane which could compete w.ith a Prefect
Moore's most excellent article "Gipsy and possibly an Olympia.

Type" in the February issue, I would like If the prospect of inflatables ended there,
to takie his theme one step further. one could 'Well conclude that thought,

The enjoyment of soaring is, with very effort ~md l'IIoney could find more rewarding
few exceptions, limited to the members of fields.
large and well-equipped gliding clubs situ- But let us consider the characteristics of a
ated in highly civilised countries with an clean fully-eantilevered inflatable sailplane
abundanoe of airfields, good roads and of about 40 ft. span and weighing only 50 to
smooth landing fields. Even in our crowded 80 lbs.
islands there are vast areas where conven- I.-A skid would be provided for take-off
tional sailplanes cannot be or are not and landing, but the pilot's legs would be
operated, and this is not always because the free to keep the sailplane level before take-
sailplanes themselves are too expensive. off. This dispenses with the wing-tip holder.

One of the many reasons is that too many 2.-When slope lift is available, the pilot
helpers are required on the ground or, put would be able to take off by running down
ina slightly different way, conventional the slope without anyone's assistance.
sailplanes are too difficulf and too expensive 3.-As the pilot can carry the sailplane
to launch and far too selective in ~their and keep it level, use of the pre-tensioned
take-off and landing field requirements. pilot-activated bungy, developed indo-

The new methods of construction, the pc:ndently by various lone operators in the
resinated glass fibre/balsa sandwich of the past, can launch pilots over the edge when
Phoenix, the box spar and plywood skin there is no wind.
reinforced by expanded plastic of the D-34, 4.-Due to lightness and low wing
the resinated glass fibre and paper honey- loading, only one helper would be required
comb core of the successor of the D-34, the in flat country to give I,OOO-ft. launches
plywood and expanded plastic sandwich of using a Tight piano wire. Motor-cycle,
the Fauvette described by L. P. Moore, can horse, camel or outboard motor boat would
all help to make high-performance sail- suffice.
planes much easier to handle by small 5.-Not only would the sailplane be able
syndicates operating far away from giant to alight on the sea without danger or
gliderdromes. damage, but take-off from the water would

But as soon as it is suggested that the also be possible with the aid of water skis on
Fauvette or the Phoenix should be minia- the pilot's legs, which would be kicked otT
turised with a certain loss of performance after take off. This opens up the possibility
and a higher stalling speed for the sake of of soaring anywhere in the world where
easier handling, one is liable to lose mon~ there is water, from Norway's steep fjords
than can be gained. Many are blinded by to rivers in tropical jungles. Note that, un
the new materials and forget that the like any other amphibian, the inflatable
Phoenix at least was designed round a sailplane does oot have to carry any extra
desired performance curve aimed to give weight or excrescence.
maximum cross-country speeds by flying 6.-Due to the small weight, low wing
slower and circling tighter and hence loading, stalling speeds in the region of 20
<:limbing faster without too much loss in to 24 m.p.h., and above all due to the use of
penetration. Its inception was not influ- feet in addition to the skid, it will be possible
enced by any woolly ideas of restricted to land on tiny and rough patches ofground.
standard classes. 7.-While more sensitive to thorn bushes,

If one is really prepared to sacrifice per- the inflatable· might survive accidents which
formance for the sake of all-round utility, would reduce conventional gliders to
one must look to inflated structures. Recent matchwood. Structural damage might be
advances in synthetic fabrics and proofings easier to detect in an inflatable.
and in the design of inflated aerofoils at last S.-Although its penetration would be
make it possible to design an inflated sail- worse than that of an Olympia, its tighter
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circles al slower speeds would yield a faster
climb and thus the cross<ountry speed
would only suffer on cross-wind and into
wind tracks.

9.-The deflated sailplane will pack into
the boot of a car, on to a saddle or on to the
pilot's back. It can be sent by air·freight
and could even be delivered by parachute.
No trailer is required and roads are also
quite unnecessary.

IO.-In certain parts of the world such a
sailplane could actually be used as an
efficient means of transport: if one lands
short one can climb the nearest slope and
try again or roll up and carry the sailplane.

These would be the immediate aims for
the development of an inflatable fixed-wing
sailplane. While first prototypes are likely
to be rather conservative, it would not be
long before variable-thickness aerofoils and
better low-speed controls appear,

It is quite certain that a successful in
flatable fixed-wing sailplane would lead to
the creation of an ornithopter sailplane.
The purpose of this would not be to glory
In one's muscle power, which appears to be
the main objective of most omithopter
enthusiasts, but, by flapping, to reduce
mininlum flying speed to 12 to 15 m.p.h., to
facilitate unassisted take-off from slight
elevations, and then to stretch the glide to
about I :100 for a few minutes while search
ing for the first thermal and to achieve real
spot-landing capability.

The Perkins pedaf-driven aircraJt with injfatable wing, showll without propeller
rCourl~sy "The A~roplaneD1Id AslroMlll;cs"

What, then, are the prospects of actually'
seeing an inflatable sailplane take-off1

The time is ripe for such endeavour; the
GQodyear InflatopJanes have several years
of rigorous wind-tunnel and flight testing
behind them, and while the original
Cardington/ML delta wing with its span
wise corrugations is of little interest except
fOT initial tests for towing "sailing" boats.
D. Perkins of Cardington has demon
strated that a clean 4O-ft. span w,ing with a
reasonably high aspect ratio can be built
for a weight of only 30 Ibs.

Although our ideal inflatable sailplane
might be cheaper when in production than a
conventional sailplane, the first prototypes
are bound to make serious demands on time
and money. Apart from these two over
riding obstacles, any new development
suffers from lack of sympathy in official and
"expert" quarters, as proved by nearly
every innovation.

The British Gliding Associatioll could
perform an invaluable service by setting up
a special committee to encourage interested
parties, be they aerodynamicists, strcssmen,
proofed fabric experts, amateur inventors or
various specialists of the Ministry of Avia
tion at Farnborough or Cardington, to pool
their experience and ideas. The mere
existence of such a Conunittee would
ensure that the gliding movement would
not be by-passed during the inevitable
development of inflatable aerofoils.
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~ ... ~LL You
\~ J?

For and About '8
Instructors

I T is some time back (August 1958 issue)
since I wrote a case for aero-tow training,

and for the much mOre widespread use of
aero-towing, on this page.

Now, at last, one club, The Imperial
College, has done all its training for the last
few months entirely by aer<rtowing, using
aD Eagle, and some notes by Paul Minton,
the C.FJ., follow.

He points out one of the most important
economic benefits, that of getting more
flying time from the glider in non-soaring
weather than is possible with winching.
With the high price of gliders it is, of
course, important tnat they earn as much
money as possible, and they do this only
when airborne. This longer time can
obviously be achieved better by acro
towing.

The actual cost per minute of glider time
will depend on the cost of the tow, but will
be cheaper as the performance of the glider
improves. At the present cost of aero
towing the cost per minute of glider time

achieved becomes cheaper than that pro
duced by winching, if the performance of
the glider is equivalent to aD Olympia in
non-soaring weather. It would be un
economic with T-3l type performance.

The Eagle is very good for the job
almost too good, in fact. What is so badly
needed is a new British training two-seater
lighter and tnerefore a little easier to handle
on soft or rough ground, not quite so
expensive at the cost of slightly reduced
performance. With such an aircraft the
dubs could take a great leap forward
getting more flying for less slavery on the
ground, giving training ;Jp 10 more ad
vanced stages, including cross-country
sOJring, and having instructors of wider
experience, who could continue instructing
longer witbout frustration.

Other countries are on the way 10
achieving this happy state of affairs. To be
old-fashioned becomes expensive in the
long run.

ANN WELCH.

Aero-Tow Training
by Paul MinIon

THE main danger of an accident to a and winch launching only;
glider pilot occurs when he is just (b) by constant supervision and careful

starting to teach himself, but is still in- briefing and de-briefing;
experienced. At present this' 'self ins truc- (c) by aero-tow training in a two-seater
tion" covers the most difficult Iiart of of comparable perfonnance to the
glicling-soaring judgment. A pupil nQwa· solo aircraft.
da~ graduates quite quickly from a low While the first method is at times a financial
performance winch-launched two-seater to necessity, it increases the time required to
mediUIl'l ot high performance solo aircraft train a pupil, and the second requires
launched byaero-tow. Three possible ways numerous devoted instructors. Hence it is
of preventing accidents at this stage due to worth considering the possibilities of aero-
inexperience would be: tow training.

(a) to retard the pupil's soaring progress The full advantages of tbis type of
by using low performance aircraft training will only be gained if we realise that
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Why wish your
wings would flap?

The CROSSFELL Electric Variometer

is a more elegant solution to the

problem of find'ing Jift. 5 Clubs and

over 40 private owners are equipp

ed for this season. Price £20.

controls, approaches present very little
difficulty; and this makes the process of
landing much easier.

If possible it pays to have two instructors
to an aircraft taking alternate launches, a
pupil having two tows a day with plenty of
time for briefing. With one glider and. tug.
.a nonnal rate of launching is one tow every
24 mins., giving from 14 to 16 launches a
day and 3 hrs.' flying, compared with a
T-21's 20 launches and It hrs. Hence
flying time is doubled, the chances of
soaring increased,. and pupils seem well
satisfied. Whether they are better trained
can only be found in the fl,lture by compar
ing rates of progress and safety records.

* ARCHIE STEELE
C. F. I. ABERDEEN G.C.

I N 1953 the Aberdeen Gliding Club were
.faced with a problem; that was, to select

a C.F.I. From a number of possible people
one seemeli! an outstanding choice: his
name-AI'chie Steele, a tcacher by pro
fession, who had started his University
career at the beginning of the war; tbis
being broken off to join ,the R,A.F., where
Archie learnt to fly and spent the remaining

P. G. DAVEY,
1 LTNDALE AVENUE, LONDON, N.W.2

Full specific.'lion .. fro,.,:

the end product should 00 a competent
soaring pilot able to land away with safety.
The stage at which this instruction can be
given depc:nds largely on the availability of
an ;Eagle or similar aircraft, but it would
seem best either to train the pupil from
scratch, or when just solo.

Considering ab-initio aero-tow training
in an Eagle, there are some differences from
normal training w0tth noting. The tandem
position makes instruction more formal
and it is not easy to get the pupil to relax
and look round. With sensitive controls it
takes longer to teach pupils to turn ac
curately ani! trim the aircraft, but this is
compensat ed for by the increased fiying
time available even in unsoarable weather.

Towing is complicated by the ability of
the Eagle to pull the ,tug's tail, ann it pays
to help the early pupil correct any large
errors in position. Generally half~a-dozen

tows are sufficient to give the pupil the
knack of anticipating the tug's movements
from its changes in attitude, and tben all is
well.

As one hopes t,o get a pupil solo in less
tows than winch launches, circuit plannil'lg
has to start from the first ,tow. Thiscon
veniently breaks the flight .after release into
two parts, the first being concentrated
handling and the second circui,t planning.
Due to the good stability and effective
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war years as a pilot with Bomber Command.
After the war he returned to civilian life as
a married. man and completed his degree.

1951 saw the foundation of the Club,
An:hie being one of the first members, who,
by his intimate knowledge of the Ford V8
and his extreme care with glider repair
work, soon became a "Pillar of Strength"
to the Oub. In 1953 he a$1"eed to become
c'F.I.; for this the Oub offered him a
magnificent heap of firewood and fencing
wire-an SG·38-with which to train
pilots. Despite the odds, the job was
tackled with enthusiasm, and it was not
loog before the first T-3l arrived on the
scene. Every pilot in the Oub except two
has been trained under hjs keen eye, and
apart from this he has trained five assistant
instructors. Archie is a natural teacher,
and as such is able to impart knowledge to

memben> without them realising it; this
quality comes out both in gliding instruction
and the associate interests.

During the past summers the unfailing
sacrifice of his holidays has led to our
courses; these have proved themselves a
tremendous success, not only to the
individuals who come on them, but the
movement in general and, needless to say,
the Oub finances. At this point our thanks
go to Archie's long-suffering wife Joan,
who not only gives up so much to let Archie
be with the Oub, but also helpS to organise
some of our money-raising schemes.

Archie Steele is indeed a good C.F.I.; he
sets a first-class and highest possible
example, leaves pilots in no doubt as to
their capabilities-good or bad-and is
very much liked and respected by us all.

I.P.W.

Gliding Certificates
DIAMOND FOR DISTANCE

No. Name As.scx:iaJiofl Date
313 A. W. Gough R.A.F. Gliding & Soaring Association 1.3.60

DIAMOND FOR GOAL FLIGHT
No. Name Association Date
243 A. W. Gough R.A.F. Gliding & Soaring Association 5.5.59

GOlD C CERTlFICATES
No. Name Club or Association Date of

S8 Bristol Gliding Club
Completion

F. A. O. Gaze 16.2.60
59 A. W.Gough R.A.F. Gliding & Soaring Association 1.3.60

SIT..¥ER C CERTIFICATES
No. Name Club Date of

Moonrakers R.A.F. Gliding Oub
Completion

897 J. A. Dack 14.11.59
898 A. D. Hill Yorkshire Gliding Oub 28.2.60
899 B. B. C. Watson Army Gliding Oub 16.8.59

C CERTIF'ICATFS
Nam~ Gliding Club or Name Gliding Club or Name Gliding Club or

A.T.e. School A.T.e. School A.T.C. School
G. L. Kemp Four Counties M. S. RQl1lrig East Midlands D. S. Allan H.Q.2nd
W.G. Dyer Newcastle J. S. Bennett 621 G.S.. T.A.F.
A. Kelsey 1"alinton Vale A.G. Yim:1l 613 G.S. J. H. PIes> Surrey
J. H. Wilson Surrey R. S. A. Bunker H.Q.2nd 1. F. Cadwallader Crown Agents
T.D.M. T.A.F. N. L. Bailey East Yorkshire

Stefanowic:t Cornish J. T. Prince Windrushcrs H. E. B. Mayes R.A.F. College
T. S. Zcalley London E. C. Parker H.Q.2nd A. J. Fereday London
J. N. Caruana East Midlands T.A.F.
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GROUND HANDLING
by Godfrey Lee

Adaptedfrom articles in the "London Gliding Club Gazette"

"Take her up tenderly,
Lift her with care;
Fashioned so slenderly ..."

(Thomas Hood)

T HE widely-held belief that, on the
ground, gliders are handled by gangs of

morons eQuipped with two left feet and ten
thumbs arises from the large amount of
seemingly wanton damage done to motor
less aircraft on the field or in the hangar.
In truth, however, gliders are for the most
pan handled by those who fly them
(though some flyers might well do a bit
more lifting. and perhaps vice vusa), and
damage results not from malevolence, but
from ignorance, carelessness, la;tiness and
plain clumsiness. Accordingly, the follow
ing notes are intended 10 enlighten, make
careful, energise and, if possible, declumsify
the ro;:aders.

Causes of Damage
The three broad categories are:-

(i) Wind damage (i.e. blowing over,
control surface flapping, etc.);

(ii) Damage whils: aircraft are being
moved, usually on the field;

(iii) Damage whilst aircraft are being
parked, usually in the hangar.

WIND DAMAGE.-It is clear that an air
craft normally flying at 30 or 40 m.p.h.
fully loaded is liable, in the unladen con
dition, to blow over in the bort of winds
that often prevail on gliding occasions.

Because of wind gradient, the wing of a
glider headed into wind is in a faster air
stream than the tail; this means that the
full stabilising effect from the tail is not
plesent and thus the aircraft is probably
unstable aerodynamically, a condition
aggravated in an empty machine by tbe far
aft position of the centre of gravity (due to
the absence of the pilot). Thus. if tne nose
shOUld lift with the glider into wind, there
IS a very gocxl chance that the machine will
blow over completely, since the rising wing
WIll move into still faster moving air (wind
~a~ient again) and will also increase its
Illcldence; and, as explained above, the

whole outfit is unstable to stan with.
A glider parked as usual, with one wing

tip on the ground and the other tip up in
the air, is very prone to blow over (in the
sense of roll) if the wind in any way blows
on to the underside of the upJX:r wing.
Wind gradient is again largely responsible
though the natural lateral stability of tne
aircraft (dihedral effect) will contribute its
Quota as well.

The damage done by control surfaces
flapping across violently in a tail wind
("gybing" in sailing terminology) should
also be mentioned here. This cause is the
simple one that in tail winds -the ordinary
type of control surface is extremely unstable
aerodynamically, so that, once started, it
literally goes over with a bang.

The blowing off', or blowing oJX:n, of
cockpit covers' is another example of wind
damage.

TRANSIT DAMAGE.-In tbis category the
causes are very simple and obvious: for
example, towing machines over rough
ground or obstructions, fa.iling t.o allow
proper clearance for the wing tips, and so
on.

HANGAR DAMAGE.-Here again the
causes are obvious: trying to park aircraft
too closely, shifting them about without
keeping a proper lOOk-out, treading on wing
tips and the like.

How to Avoid Damage
PsVCHOLOGICAL.-That's not just a catch

word to try and lure the tiring reader to
plod on a bit further, but is a serious
heading, since much ground damage is
caused through a wrong attitude of mind.

The trouble is that to walk along holding
a wing tip is rather boring and seems such a
simple job, that it is all too easy for the lip
holder to let his (or her) mind wander away
from the subject of glider towing to some
entran<i:ing matter such as the way he is
going to catch that thermal off the winch
next month and get his Silver C by flying to
Cornwall! In this condition he is all set to
trip- over a sandbag and let go the wing, or
else to steer the other wing-tip into the bar
win~dow.
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The moral of that example. and of man~
others like it, is that whenev.er yOl!l are
dealing with a glider in the air or on the
ground remember what you are trying to do
and always keep a good look out.

SUGGESTED REGULATIONS
The following Flying Regulations re

garding Ground Handling are suggested for
adoption by Gliding Clubs. .
Responsibility

(I) The pilot is fully responsible for the
glider from the time when he enters the
cockpit until the next pilot enters the cock
pit, or until the glider is properly parked.

(2) The tow-car driver is responsible for:
(a) Ensuring that the up-wind wing is

held, and if towing into wind tbat .an
extra person is at the nase of the
glider ready to hold it down, before
starting.

{b} Starting w:th a reasonably straight
pull, /lot in a sharp turn which may
bend and damage the skid, or strain
the landing wheel.

(c) Taking up slack slowly, as signalled,
and towing at a walking pace. and the general well-being of the glider

(d) Turning widely, reducing speed if the considered.
held wing-tip is on the outside of the Before you try to shift a machine, make
turn. sure that there are enough people plesent to

(e) Choosing the best route: towing for do the job properly.
preference on grass if the glider has
no wheel; towing near the boundary Liftinj!; and Carrymg, T"1'Ili1lg and TrolleyS
rather than across a busy landing I. A glider may be lifted Only a( the
area; not towing across cables or following points:-
bungy. (a) under the main spar of the main

(f) Avoiding steep descents where the plane,
glider may over-run the car, unless (b) under tne rear fuselage.
ample help is at hand to check the (c) under the nose.
glider. A glider must never be lifted by any part

(g) Keeping watch at all times on air- of the tail-plane or by a strut.
craft movements, and if in doubt Z. A glider must not be turned on the
stopping iIJUUediately. ground unless the tail is raised and botb

(h) When driving free on rough ground wing-tips are clear of the ground.
k~ping the speed low. 3. A glider must never be turned into

It must be clearly understood that wind unless the co.:kpit is occupied or the
despite the tow-car driver's responsibility nose held down. .
defined in Regulation 2, tne pilot still has 4. When a glider is moved on a trolley,
the overall responsibility as given by it sbould be placed so that the C.G. is over
Regulation 1. Clearly these two Regula- the trolley. Precautions must be laken
lions do not cover all movements, nor do against the glider jumping off the trolley.
they deal with parking. In these cases, an The glider must be lifted off the trolley,
authorised instructor, if present, or in his never slid off.
absence the senior member in the party, These Regulations are obvious, simple
must assume responsibility. aDd straightforward. If they are not obeyed

In all circumstances c.are mllst be taken the probable reasons are lack of energy
to prevent control smfaces flapping; cock- and ham-fistedness. It's very temptiug to
pit covers must be firmly latched in olace, turn a glider by dragging a wing-tip without
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SUMMARY
The Ground Handling of gliders may be

safely accompl ishcd provided that you:
(i) Remember the various ways in

which damage may be done,
(ii) observe the Club's regulations,

(iii) keep your mind on the job,
tiv) take the trQuble to do the job

properly,
(v) mind where you are putting your

big feet a!)d refrain from taking
~hort cuts by jumping over wing-tips,
fuselages and so on.

already been described.. The importance of
holding the windward wing-tip must be
emphasised. If, due to changes in course,
the windward tip changes from, say, port
to starboard, then arrangements must be
made to change the held tip and that
without leaving the wing unheld in the
process. This is another case where it is
often much less trouble to ignore the rule
than to carry it out; but do remember that
to hold a leeward wing tip may be more
dangerous (from the blowing-over point of
view) than not to hold at all.

Control-surface flapping must be pre·
vented whilst the glider is being towed.

When towing in a very strong wind, it
may be desirable for tne pilot to sit in the
cockpit, especially when towing into wind;
but this should not be done unless it is
essential, since it causes extra skid wear.
When in the cockpit the pilot can prevent
control-surface flapping by holding the
controls; they should be kept in tbe neutral
position.

The tow rope should be attached to the
glider in a "positive" manner, so that if the
glider is lifted by the wind the rope will not
fall off (in tbis way the rope may save a
blow-over). The length of the tow rope
should be approximately 10 feet.
Hangarage

When packing gliders in the hangar a
Director General of Operations is essential
to plan the stowage economically and
continually to watch out for possible
"fouls". It must also be arranged that
there are people to watch each wing-tip
continuously. and, in many cases, the tail as
welL Remember that besides hitting other
aircraft. there are always roof girders,
pillars, floors, walls, ceilings and door
lintels which may remove bits of glider if
given a chance.

bothering to get someone to lift the tail;
but it mustn't be done.

When turning, a glider it i~ most important
that the windward wing-tip is held. other
wise a blow-over may occur; this may
involve having to change tips during the
process-troublesome, but a "must". Also
watch out for control surfaces slamming
over as the machine is rotated and take
steps to prevent this happening.

Parking
Where possible,park gliders in a sneltered

area.
I. When parked in the open, a glider

must be turned out of the wind, and the
lower wing-tip securely picketed. Watch
must be kept for changes of wind, and
parked gliders re-positioned if necessary.

2. In strong or gusty winds the rudder
and elevators of a glider parked in the open
must be secured against flapping movement.
Any Ole&I1S used must be such that it is
impossible to fly the glider without first
removing it.

3. When parking a glider in tbe bangar,
but near to open doors where wind may
enter, the same precautions must be taken
as when parking in the open.

4. When parking a glider where aero
planes are likely (0 taxi or run up engines,
precautions must be taken against the
glider being lifted by slipstream. Aeroplane
pilots must take corresponding precautions.

5. If rai'n is likely and a glider cannot be
moved to cover, the cockpit must be
covered. If a glider has been in rain it must
be sponged dry as soon as possible.

The ideal angle for parking is with the
wind coming from a direction midway
between the tail and t:1le lower wing-tip
(from the quarter, in nautical tenns). It is
vital that the windward wing-tip should be
on the ground.

Pick,cting may be achieved by a webbing
strap encompassing the wing tip and
attached to a picket pin; or, more com
monly, by a sandbag on the tip. If the wind
is at all strong. put another sandbag against
the rear- end of the fuselage on the lee side;
otherwise the macbine may weather-cock
round and so withdraw the wing tip from
under its sandbag. Take the trouble to find
a proper sandbag; don:'t use any old weight
that's handy; concrete goes through fabric
very easily.

Ground Transportation
The duties of the tow-car driver have
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Now that the Summer is here we would
like to remind members that the

Kronfeld Club is holding its annual Paipting
Competition and Exhibition in November
and is also holdiug a photographic exhibi
tion in Spring 1%1, so we hope members
of all dubs will use sOIOO of their spare time
at weekends or on holiday, painting or
photographing gliders or matters of gliding
interest. Members of th~ Club aTe also
reminded that they can play tennis in
EccIeston Square. .

Diary of Lectures and Film Shows
Wednesdays, 8 p.m.

May 25th The R.A.F. Wave Safari at
Kirkbride, by Group Captain
N. W. Kiearon. -

June 1st and 15th: see posters.
8th Colour film "Antarctic

Crossing'" .
22nd Cornish Glid.ing W~k Talk.
29th The 1960 World Champs. Talks

by British Team Members.
July 6th B.P. Films.

13th The Gliders at Butzweiler by F.
G.Irving.

THIS GLIDING
Elementary

What a lot 'of engagements there are in
the Club lately! When one of the .engaged
members was asked whether he thought
this had anything to do with the· number of
non-flying days during the winter, he
replied: "Yes."-Kenl Gliding Club News
Lel/er.

Sedbergh Conversation Piece
The approach and landing is interesting.
"What's your s~d and height?"
"25 knots--oh, about $0 feet."
"We're a long way behind the back

boundary, aren't Wf;?"
"Well, I can see the field."
"What are all those trees doing in it?

Now what are you doing?"
"Saying my prayers!"-Kent Gliding Club

News Letter.

NOISES OFF
As a co~uenee of.arecent incident, the

Techmcal Committee would like to
remind pilots tha1. it is most important to
investjgate any strange noises noti~ during
a flight, coming;. fWill the structure or
control circuits ,of a glider.

For example, if a loud cr-acking sound is
heard whilst performing aerobatiCS, a
landing should be made without delay and
the machine should be carefully inspected.
It should not be flown again untiIeither the
damage has been located or it has been
definitely ascertained that the structure is
undamaged.

Whilst such a noise may weH be due to
some minor failure of an unstressed part,
it could indicate SOI).1ething much mOIe
serious. Whilst gliders are really Vitry
strong, tt is quite possible to overstress
them. An excessive load applied momen
tarily may not be noticed ])y the pilot-'but
it will be noticed by the structure.

F.G.I.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
'Beauty of Glidin,' by P. A. Wills 3S/-
'Gliding' by A. O. Piggot. 25/-
'The. So.ring Pilo,' by A. & L. Welch

and F. ,G. IrYing 18/-
'Coma Glidin, with Me' bt A. Welch 9/6
'On Being 0 Bird: .by P. A. Will. 5/-
'Further O"~look' by 11. Scorer 15/-
'Cloud Reading for PiIou' by A. Welch IS/-
"Cloud Study' byF. H. Ludlam and R. S. Scorer 12/6
'Elementary Gliding' by p, H. Blanchard S/
'Flyin, Trainin, in Gliders' by A. & L. Welch 5/.
'Maintenance Manual' by R. C. Sufford Alien 5/
B.G.A. Operational R..,u~tion. 1/:
'Weather' .by R. S. S<:or.r 9/6
P...onol Pilou' Logbociks 2/- and ../_

ALSO Gliding Ties 12/6, Scaryes 23/
Chokers 15/-, SII.... r Stripes and Glid.rs on

nary blu••
Blazer badg.. 6h Car/bkycle badge. 12/6,

Tea Towels (2 -designs) S/-

All a/Hw. items plus Postage

THE BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
19 PARK LANE. LONDON. W.1
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Harmony at Terlet
Following Philip Wills' .report that the Dutch Gliding Centre at Terlet operates happily on a
site actually adjac£l1t to an Air Force aerodrome. enquiries have come in from as far afield
as NewZea/Q1I'd asking what operational ploc.eaures have been agreed. For here at last is
actual evidence that gliding andpower flying can live side by side, and with ordinary discipline

there is plenty of air for everyone.

The following is an extract from a letter received by Mr. Wills from the Director at Terlet,
~R. M. J. MANTINCl.

allowed to set our course directly to the
west, we ask Deelen Tower fof' a special
permission. which will gladly be given if
circumstances allow. Remember your task
on a Saturday goal-flight to Rotterdam!

I quite agree with you that also in flight
saft>ty. mutual understanding can lead to
adequate regulations by which both parties
concerned may profit.

I T was good to see how even in New Zea
land our gliding friends wete interested in

arrangenwnts we had to make with the
mililary autherities on behalf of the flight
safely in our area after jet-aircraft were to
be s.tationed at our next-door airfield.

This fonnerGerman aerodrome uDee:len"
was used several years by light aircraft
without disturbing us too much. But the
jet-squadron starting their operations in
1957 obviously demandl:d strict regulations.

To start with, their airfield got the usual
local control area with a radius of 5 nautical
miles.

As yoU may gather from the little sketch I
send. you l\erewitb, our local air-space fell
quile into it. Fortunately their t;me and
only runway ran in a N.B./S.W. direction
and was .situated along the far end of the
aerodrome (seen from Teriet). Therefore
the jets are permanently to use a wcsterly
circuit so as not to interfere with us.

The local control area was furthermore
divided into two regions: the westerly area
for military use only, the easterly part for
gliding only.

As far as possible, the boundary follows
clearly visible geograplUcal features. I must
say that the system proved to be very suc
cessful. We even feel safer than before,
because the usual stray jet-aircraft which
came to have ,a look at OUI plaee more or
less at random before. disappearc;d com
pletely because of orders given and beCause
of the proximity of Deelen control-tower.

In the odd case, that a jet should violate
the regulations (mostly some foreign pilot
Who does not know), Deelen Tower is very
k~~ indeed 10 trace the offender, apolo
gJsmg 10 us at the same time.
. F.r:om our side we are very keen in con

Villcmg our ·glider-pilots .to keep to the rules
as stricdy .as possible.
h~ special circumstances (e.g. champion

s Jp) where it would be a pity not to be
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Correspondence
ON THE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

Dear Sir,
The feeling that flying is a sport for the ricD has not so far been advanced as a

reason for lack of Government support for the sport, but, in any case, such a point of
view would not be despicable or politically dishonest, and neither would it be equating
wealth with worthlessness.

Mr. Wills's critic. whether he has to leave his armchair to visit a gliding club or
whether he is already a member of one, would not deny that many club members are not
wealthy. What he would point out, however, is that in order to make any progress at all
in the sport one has to have money-at least a part share in an aircraft and a vast amount
of spare time. We should all like to know how to make up for a lack of funds by sheer
hard work and enthusiasm when, for the ordinary member, impossibly long flying lists
and subsequent frustrations are, as Mrs. Welch points O\lt, tbe general rule.

Mr. Wills refuses to face these facts, and it is regrettable that his statement, whilst
paying lip service to the theme of gliding fOT all, contains not the slightest suggestion to
remedy a state of affairs which he must know exists at all the larger clubs.

K. R. PAYNE.
Knebworth, Herts.

Mr. Wills replies:-
Mr. Payne appears not to have analysed the basic reasons for overcrowding and

frustration at gliding clubs. It is that there are not enough of them; and this is becauseQf
the near impossibility of getting sites. Governmental support conssits intbe main of a
few friendly Parliamentary asides, whilst all the time the policy of disposing of airfields
goes on, with farming and other interests given overwhelming preference. The main
remedy for this state of affairs therefore is to get a positive Governmental policy favouring
gliding clubs in getting sites.

Granted that the fortunate being with cash will always have an advantage this side
of the Iron Curtain, but spare time is very largely a function of enthusiasm.

If the Government can be persuaded to continue the Kemsley Flying Trust in an
expanded form, this wi1l do as much as anything to keep down the cost

These are the two main proposal s in my Report. Therefore I submit that my sugges
tions are for practical remedies, and not at all mere lip service.-P.A.W.

SPIRAL DIVES
Dear Sir,

Your contributor of the article "High-Speed Spiral Dives or Circular Fugoids?"
in the February issue causes one to reflect whether the British Gliding Association Seeding
Committee should not insist on a little light reading by some of the applicants before
appointing them to the World Championship list.

After all, there may be others, so obviously trained by the solo method in the
"bad old days", who have not yet chanced to discover for themselves the reason for spiral
diving. Consider the embarrassment should one of their nominees, having failed to happen
upon a passable method of recovering from, say, a common spin, distinguish himself by
winding in before an assembled international gathering.

In the absence of previous dual training based upon well-established experience,
the Seeding Committee might well insist that future applicants should read the B.G.A..'s
publication, "Flying Training in Gliders", from cover to cover, and your recent contributor
is referred in particular to tbe chapter on steep turns, considerations, paragraph six.

RALPH CoURT.
Auckland. N.Z.

Dr. Brennig James. replies:-"With reference to Ralph Court's comments on my
article, may I first hasten to express my own disinclination to write myself off in a spin,
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especially before an international audience! Death is annoying, bUlthe thought of the'
embarrassment which I would inflict upon the RG.A. is positively unbearable'. In futu~
I shall forget my heretical ideas and remember that the behaviour of sailplanes in the air is
forever governed by the B.G.A.'s rulings as embodied in its publication, "Flying Training
in Gliders."

WHO DISCOVERED THERMALS?
Sir,

With further ~ference as to who really discovered thermals. I have found that Sir
Hiram Maxim in his book "Artificial and Natural Flight" (published 1908 by Whittaker &
Co.) ante-dates Hankin by about five years. Unlike Hankin, who observes, hesitates and is
afraid to say ~nitely that rising air is the basis of soaring flight, Sir Hiram States (p. 21)
that "We may safely draw the following conclusions:

"First, that there is a constant interchange of air taking place, the cold air descending,
spreading itself out over the surface of the earth, becoming warm, and ascending in other
places.

"Second, that the centres of the two columns are generally separated from each other
by a distance which may be from 500 feet to 20 miles.

"Third, that the centres of greatest action are not in spots but in lines which may be
approximately straight, but sometimes abound in many sinuosities.

"Fourth,. that this action is constantly taking place over both the sea and the land; that
the soaring of birds, the phenomenon which has heretofore been so little understood, may be
accounted foc' on the hypothesis that the bird seeks OLlt an ascending column of air, and
while sustaining itself at the same height in the air, without any muscular exertion, is in
reality falling at a considerable velocity through the air that surrounds it."

Soaring flight is, dealt.a death blow by Sir Hiram as, far as human efforts are concerned.

COSIM VARIOMETERS
"COOK" ELECTRIC VARIOMETERS

"COOK" COMPASSES

"IRVING" TOTAL ENERGY
VENTURIES

"COSIM" BEST SPEED SCALE
HOLDERS

WATER TRAPS & NOSE PITOTS

*Leaflets on request to:

Cobb-Slater Instrument Co., Ltd.
"Cosim" Works, Darley Dale, Matlock.

'Phone: Darley Dale 2138
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Hestates: "We shall never be able to imitate the flight of the soaring birds. We cannot hope
to make a se!lsitiv~, apparatus that will work quick enough to take advantage of the rising
currents of alr ...

I expect he can be forgiven this pronouncement, since he writes in the days when the
Wrights, Farman. !lJ1d Bleriot have conquered the air as far as straight flight is concerned,
but a really sharp turn in an aeroplane has a radius of possibly half a mile and turns are
probably just as tricky as take-offs and landings.

Hankin describes birds soaring in thermals-says there must be something like this and
then a few pages later says maybe after all it is the colour of the underside of the wing.

Maxllri states five years earlier that there are thermals and down-draughts-but
unfortunately we will be unable to use them.

All honour to both.
BILL CoVERtlALE.

Waynesville, Ohio.

TWO WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dear Sir,

I agree with Mr.. Schreder's views, ·expressed in the April issue of SAI1.PLANE &
GLIDING.

May I remind you and your readers of the solution to the problem which I suggested
in your journal some years ago (April 1956, p. '95)1 this was that World Championships
should be held alternately in different classes: one year Standard only, the next Open, etc.
This would encourage development of both types, and would even permit, at some future
date, the introduction of a really small class,. as I then suggested, of 1'2 metres span.

Is this not. a good way out of the difficulty? It should be easy enough to administer.
MAJlTIN SIMONS.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

MAN-POWERliD FLIGHT
Dear Sir,

I have always been interested in soaring and gliding and I was very interested in
the article about man-powered flight, "The· Hartman Ornjthopter", by DOll Campbell,
wbichappeared in the issue for December 1959. I am .afraid, however, that I cannot accept
the possibility of man-powered flight with a glider of the construction indicated,. as there
are too many resistance-producing components. It seems unlikely that the lift coefficient
can be increased to the required extent by SUl;h an expedient as w.ing slots.

The April. 1959 issue' of SAILPLANE &. GLIDING gave, on page 99, a table which
included the sinking speeds of nine different gliders, and all had .a sinking speed of more
than 0.5 m/sec. My own .glider of 10.5 m. span, weight 225 kg., area 4.5 sq. m., has a
sinking speed of just under 05 m/sec. at 25 m/sec. flying speed. The energy required to
maintain level flight is a function ofsinkingspeed x weight. Takingglider and pilot each at a
weight of 75 kg., the energy required is 2 x 75 x 0.5 or, allowing for mechanical efficiency,
more than 75 m. kg./sec. (I h.p.). As the maximum h.p. which a man can exert continuously
is accepted generally as about one-eighth (0.125) h.p., theI'e would appear to be a long
way to go before man-powered flight becomes a practical proposition.

For level flight the work done is
W x Vs = V x r

where W = weight, V = flying speed, r = resistance, Vs = sinking speed,
W V

or- =-
r Vs

The work to be done can only be reduced therefore by making the resistance as
small as possible; that is, to make the glider as small and clean as possible for the weight
to be lifted at the slowest landing speed or stalling speed obtainable or desired.
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NAME of BIRD ~19ht Spiln .Ar~il '!!.. W Chord 3JW YW VW
1<9. m m'Z S A c.m. S S A

TERN Ff 0·1 0·73 0·04 0143 2·5 5,5 P635P'435 7-9
--

PIGEON 0'35 0,6,7 0058 0'52 6'0~ 87 1·06 0·88 10-'25
SMALL CROW 048 0·75 0096 0·64 5'0 12·a 1·05 0·9;2 7·2
lARCE CROW 0·56 092 0'13 0·61 4'3 14·1 0,90 0·615 5·S
KITE FF 1·05 '·55 0·35 0·68 3'0 22'6 0·65 0·66 2·95
BUZZARD f'F 1·12 1'37 0·325 0'82 3·45 23·8 0·75 0·77 3·26
COCK PHEASANT 1·12 0·76 0'325 1·47 3'45 42'5 1·36 1'39 3·25
RAVEN, 1·23 1·31 0·35 0·94 3·5 26'6 0·62 0·85 3'IS
RED BR.COOSE 1-34 1-17 0'36 115 3·7 30·7 0-93 1·00 3·20
SHELDRAKE \·34 1·07 0·36 1·25 3·72 33·5 1·03 1·08 3'2
HERON I-56 1'60 0'395 0·98 3·98 24'6 0·72 0·79 3·18
GRE£N~RANT1·78 1-18 0·42 1·51 4·2 35-6 1'03 1·14 3·18
HOUSE STORK 2'·1 2·07 0·52' 1·02 4'04 25·1 0-6Q 0·70 3,14

BoB Gut.L FF 2·24 j'96 0-465 1-13 4·8 23·6 0·66 0·76 3·22
OSPREY 2·24 1-60 P'465 1·40 48 29-0 0·82 0'94 3·22
EGYPT C;OOSE 2·24 1'30 P'465 j'73 4·8 35 1-01 1·15 3·22
GANNET 3·14 l·83 0·555 1·72 5·7 30·4 0·80 0'97 3'20
CORMORANT 3'60 ,,37 0'59 2'63 6·1 43·2 1-09 1·39 3·22
SEA EAGLE FF' 4-0"2 2·20 056 1·83 7·45 25-5 0·72 0·91 3'56
GREAT N. ,DIVER 5·36 1·52 0·72 3·52 7·5 47'5 1·11 1,,53 3·22
~cu:e:NEAGLE FF 7·1.5 2·75 0·835 2·58 8'6 30·4 0·70 0·97 3·22
PELICAN 9·40 3-0S 0·98 3·10 9'6 3,2,0 0·69 1'00 3·\5
W. AI..BATFOSS FF 1<>50 3·05 10·65 3'45 16·' 21·3 0·72 1·06 5·0
WHITE S.WAN 10'60 2'45 1'02 4·4 10'4 ~1'5 0·90 1·34 3·18
~ ALIWROSS.FF 11·20 3·62- .1,07 3'65 10·S. 29·5 O'6~ O.g3 !'14
CONDOR F'F 16·10 4·30 ',2'5 3'75 12·9 2;·1 0,59 0-93 3·20
TG.N. Glider No. I 200 10-35 4·6 19-5 43'5 44·5 10'575 1·37 3·1
TG.N. Glii:lf'r No.2 450 13 6·'6 34-5 68 S"O 0·59 1-63 3·2

I ·enclose a table giving the dimensions of birds from 0.1 to 16 kg. and of my two
gliders of 200 and 450 kg. res~tively. It will be seen how closely the span and area of
birds is related in the formulae

3 2
(A) Span = Ji{ and (B) Area == ~

ks k.
ks is between 0.6 ,and 0;8 Cor soaring birds and increases to 1.3 for flapping birds.

k~ is nearly constant for all birds over 1 kg., but for smaller birds is increased, due, 1
think, to the short time interval between each flap.
. I hope this engineer's appreciation of the problems of man-powered flight is of
lnterest to your readers an j that it may start a discussion on the subject.

T. G. NVBORG.
Worcester.
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ROBERTG. PARKER

I T is with deep regret that the Scottish
. Gliding Union have to intimate the death
of their Chairman, Robert Par,ker, as the
result of injuries sustained in a motor
accident in February.

Robert was a founder member of
Edinburgh Flying Club, and when he joined
the S.G.U. in 1939, !'is labours and advice
were a steadying influence on the formative
years of the Club.

At the re-formation in 1946 he was
elected Vice-President and Chairman. His
busiDcss acumen and organising ability
were always at the disposal of the Club and
in the chair at Club Dinners his geniality
created the happ", spirit so much desired at
such times.

His flying interests were absorbed with
gliders and his own A'usier plane, which he
used unstintingly in the sexv:ce of the club.
Few, if any, S.G.U. members have not
flown with Robert; at home or abroad.
From several continental rallies ,le returned
with trophies in the locker and a long list
of new made friends.

For many years he concerned himself
with clubroom catering organisation, and
recently made great efforts towards the
planning arid purchase- of perma.nent
housing for pilots at Portmoak. .

Robert will be missed, not only b>r hIS
dose friends of the S.G.U. but by the
flying fraternity in general.

OBITUARY

A.J.T.

SEBERT HUMPHRIES

N OBODY in. pre-war gliding coul~ have
overlooked ScOOtt HumphrJes--es

specially readers of our predecessor, THE
SAll.!'t.ANE & GLIDER, where there was no
mistaking his colourful and sometimes
biting style, in spite of his fondness for
pseudonyms. Those who still have their old
copies will find _him writing most often over
the sigrtature "Die-Hard", but he had other
pen-names such as HA Beginner" and, as
his experience 'grew, "C-Pilot", "Twenty
hours", "30 hours" and "40 hours".

SeOOrt HUIDphries spent tne last year or so
of the first world war flying kite-balloons
(where he formed a friendship with the
writer's brother), and, just after it was over,
he managed to complete his balloonist's
licence with a night flight, and also wangled
an ascent in a "Blimp" airship. I first met
him at the 1922 soaring COnl-est at Itford on
the South Downs. H~r~ he found it
necessary to show certain inept persons how
to rig the marquees in whicb the gliders
were housed; aDd befot:e the end he had
collected most of the newspaper corres
pondents, who evidently found him too
entertaining to drop.

In the autumn of 1930 we both joined the
first Surrey Gliding Club, which operated
near Guildford. But for some reason he
made no progr~ss there; so at the beginning
of 1931 he transferred to the London
Gliding Club, and after that all went welL
He obtained his C certificate at the end of
f931, and about a year later took a .share
with Henry Petre and Jack Dewsbery In the
"Crested Wren", the first of a series Wrens
desi'gned by W. L. Manue]. In this, on
19th August ,1933, he made a notable
flight of 5 ~. 6 mins. from the London
Club ,to Ivinghoe and back, and .evldently,
from his description, contacted wave lift
at 1,000 ft. Apart from E. L. Mole, who
held the British duration record with
6 hrs. 10 mins., nQQther British pilot had
then flown for as long as ihis.

On 21st July, 1935, Humpnries became
the fourth British Silver C pilot (No. 85 in
the international list) with a 32-mile flight
in the Crested Wren from Dunstable to
North. Weald, gaining 4,800 ft. on the way.
Much to his disgust. the usual welcome on
such an 0CCasion was 110t forthcoming, for
everybody there was in a flap, preparing to
go off on manoeuvres ne:\t day, and the
CO.. in a towering rage, came up and
asked him what the -- he meant by
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choosing that moment to land there.
Humphries put on his sweetest smile amd
made his classic retort: "&an out of petml!"

Instruction camps fIJIn by clubs for both
members and non-members ate now a
prominent feature in British gliding, but
they had to have a beginning. Tbe first such
camP was held by the London Club at
Dunstable in the first fortnight in August,
1935, with 65 pupils. Eric Col1ins, who was
to have run the camp, unfortunately lost his
life just before it began, so Sebert
Humphries gallant~ stepped into the
breach, and achieved the almost super
hUlrulO task of k~ping everybody happy
during the ne,eessalily long intervals
between fligbts.

For lack of space we must skip now to the
National Contests of 1938, held at Dun
stable, in which he shared a Rhonbussard
with the late L. C. Withall, finishing 10th
among 25 entrants. His last cross-eountry
flight was made at this meeting, fm after it
he turned up less and less frequently at the
club after having put in an enormous
aITIount of work for it, instructing, organ
izing, as a Committee member, and writing
the Club News for THE SAILl'LANE, over a

UP and DOWN
Gliders in Sweden

Sweden had 187 registered gliders in 1959
compared with 81 in 1945.-Aviation Week.

German Stttistics
There are 1,900 sailplanes, 750 s-porting

aeroplanes, and 15 free Qalloons in
Germany, aDd 570 gliding sites {Segel
j/uggelitnde) in the Federal Republic
Flug-Revue.

Indian Schoolboy's Flight
Rasbid Fardoon Irani, of Poona, aged

15, flew a glider solo on 21st FebruarY for
5 hrs. 13 mins. and gaine_d 9,800 ft. ;altitude.
He made his first sQl0 flight at the age of
nme. His father, Fardoon Irani, was a
member of the London Gliding Club in
193?, and is now Gliding Adviser to the
Indian Government.-Times of India,

First Indian GoldC

D
On 6th April Mr. Mahendra Sililgh Pujji,
.F.C., chief instructor of the Delhi

Gliding Club, made a flight of 307 kilo-

Sebart Humphrie$ in the Londcm CI'l/b'~

Rhonhu$sard in 1938. On the ri$ht, the late
Kit Nicholson.

period of many years.
Sebert Humphries died on 25tH March, at

the age ef 62, at his horne in Weybridge.
A.E.S.

metres fr()m Safdarjang airp0rt, New Delhi,
to Markandnagar village, near Kannauj.
Mr. A. K. Mathur, in sending this news,
enclosed a characteristic newspaper report
which states that the glider landed in the
evening "owing to some mechanical defect"
and that Mr. Pujji, "the pilot and Only
occupant, -escaped unhurt". Mr. ~jji now
writes that he has since done his Gold C
height and applied for the badge. He has
also promised us an account of the distance
flight.

Mr. MulhaIl's ComPllnion
The photograph in our last issue lP. 81),

showing Martin Mulha11 at Elmira, in
cluded another pilot, unnamed. He was
Dick Johnson, winner of last year's United
States Championship.s and holder of the
world's cdistance record.

Jean Bird Trophy Winner
On 28th April Mrs. Anne Burns was

presented by Lord Brabazon with the Jean
~nnox Bird Trophy for her flight of 282
miles from Lasham to BeIlingham,
NorthumbeFland, on the first day of last
year's National Gliding Championships.
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J.D.S.

BLACKPOOL and FYLDE
W INTER is over at last but none of us

here in North-West Lancashire are
likely to grumble at our rather large number
of non-flying Sundays during December,
January and February, consjdering the
wonderful summer of 1959 which wiII
undoubtedly go down in gliding history as
the best ever.

The incredible summer had its minor

AYRO
W.I'm Woodford, the Company's Aero

drome, our home site, being inside
the Manchester control zone, we t"ke' every
opportunity to take I he. Skylark away. in
order to give the Skylark pi'lots a chance to
gain Si,lver C legs. During the Easter
holiday, the Skylark was based at CamphiU,
with cross-country flights being the main
objective.

Sunday the 17th turned out to be the best
day, and Martin Holbrook got .awaYl

saying
he would try for Long Mynd and a so that
he had only 4d. with him!.! Afrer about
four hours he telephoned to say he had
reached Condover, just short of the' Mynd
and that he was being Hberally fed by a
very kind farmer-some folks have all the
luck.

I lake this opportunity to thank the
Derby. and Lancs. Club for their hos
pitality and patience shown to the members
Qf the trip.

At Woodford; the auto tow car has given

I N the first place I am sure you will all want me tosay a big thank you to Colin Moore
for his good work as Editor of this section over the past two years. Colin, who was a

member of the Kent Gliding Club, has, emigrated to Canada. We wish him the very best
Qf luck and hope in the future we shall hear news of him via the Toronto Club.

The 1960 soaring season seems to have been well and truly launched ju.dging by
the reports from Clubs on the Easter Weeko.end.

We welcome in this issue for the first time contributions fmm the R.A.F. Home
Counties Club and the Soaring Society of America. The latter hope in future to be able
to send us regular news of international interest.

Thank you all for your good wishes on my taking over this section and I do hope
that 1 shall be able to Visit, at any rate" some of you jn the course of time.

Press date for the August issue is first post 7th June. Copy should be typed double
spaced and' sent to me at 44 Betsiie Square, London, N.W.3.

YVONNE BONHAM,
Club and Association News Editor.

us some very good launches, one to 2,300
ft., giving us a chance to do sQme early
soaring. Ted Mercer, our ground engineer
has been converting our old winch, which
now spOrts a fine array of plumbing and
valves for a new hydraulic clutch. Since tbe
last edjtion, we have had four A. &. B.'s and
two oonversions to the Swallow. Some
rapid calculations are being made for a new
trailer for the Swallow and we are hoping
to participate in one of the Nationa1 Gliding
Week competitions this summer.
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disadvantages so far as we were concerned
here at breezy Blackpool. There are two
very competitive flying clubs ~n .our
aerodrome which not only teach mISguided
people to fly aeroplanes, but.also endeavour
to provide for the long w.lnter ~head by
enticing the general pubhc. ~Ilh ev~ry
means at their disposal, to take slght-seemg
trips as far as Blackpool Tower. Judging by
the endless stream of Rapides, Dragons,
Austers, Chipmunks. Tigers, etc, on take
off. circuiting the Tower and on ~nal

approach during the hours of dayhght
throughout last year's fantastic sUITlJTler, the
coffers of the Clubs concerned must surely
be as bulging as ours aFe impoverished. In
all this maddening traffic the airport also
copes with a regular. Isle of Man service
During the worst penods we merely c~ew

our fingers and bleat in sheer frustTlllJon,
our eyes frequently turning in an ·east-north
east direction towards our new but ·only
partly developed hill site at Nickey FeU,
which is clearly visible from Blackpool.

We are pleased to record a further group
of first solos, as foUows:-Barbara Fresh
water (our fourth female :B"),. The Earl ~f
Bective, Tony Russell, EriC GJ1le t, Robm
Muir Richard Waring, and Geoff. Walker.
We h~pe to see Pat Chesney, :Brian Watson,
Barbara Standring and Helen Torrence
soloing very shortly. Ron Parker is no.w
solo again after an absenceofseveral years In
the Forces.

We should like to record our appreciation
of the excellent work carried out by our
own'RG.A. Inspector, Alec Lunn and his
capable assistant, Jim Savage in connection
with the renewal of the C's. of A. of our
aircraft and also the carrying out of various
mods. Incidentally. many members spent
practically every Sunday d.uring.mid-winter
toiling very diligently in mist, ~JD and.mud
carting stones and deepening dnu.nage
ditches on our hill site. It would be most
remiss if their spartan efforts were not
recorded in these pages. Likewise also, our
most generous Vice-Presidents, Farmer
Stan Anderton (for the loan of tracto~s)a!1d
Jack Sumner his cousin (our Hon. H1U-Slte
Foreman). Our worthy President, Mr.
Herbert J. Liver has again come to our
rescue and offered a substantial deposit on
an additional sailplane so urgently needed
as a further incentive to members who now
require something more soarable than our
faithful Sedbergh, Kirby Cadet and Eon
"Baby". J.A.

BRISTOL

T HE A.G.M. was held on 2nd April and the
Treasurer's report showed a satisfactory

state of affairs. He was duly re-elected.
John Cochrane remains Chairman and the
committee remains practically unchanged,
despite a long nomination list. The cups
were presented by Rex Young, who IS a
Vice·President and a founder member.

A major change to the managemen! is the
election of Tony Gaze as Vice-Chamnan.
Tony has also been invited to fly in. the
Australian team at the World ChampIOn
ships and we wish him every success.

Tony Pentelow has now taken up
residence at NympSfield and h~ been su~r
vising C. ofA. overhauls and wmch rebul.lds
in readiness for the season, before gettJng
down to the course instructing. The courses
are very wen booked again this year despite
the increased number available elsewhere.

Paint spraying eCluipm~t has now Ix?en
installed and overhauled aircraft are commg
out of the workshop resplendent in new
finishes. The T-21 has been given a 10 year
overhaul and a second Tutor has been roUed
out after one of tbe most extensive rebuilds
yet attempted by club members. Another

Alexander SCHLEICHER
K.7

HIGB PERFORMANCE TWO SEATER

Min Sink 2ft.6ins.lsec. at 42 m.p.h.
1 in 26 at 50 m.p.h.
1 in 20 at 74 m.p.h.
1 in 17.5 at 82 m.p.h.

Suitable from ab initio training through to
500 Km. distan<:e. British C of A.

Price £1150 approx.
(DUTY ANO FRE:GHT PAID)

OemolUtration aircraft ~Hn at
LOrldon Gliding Club. OUlUtahle

APPLY,

P. A. HEARNE & PARTNERS
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ambitious project is under way now;
Deputy C.F.I. Doug. Jones is heading a
syndicate build'illg: a Sky1ark IIIF to replaC<l
their Olympia, which "itself Doug. rebuilt
frum a heap' of wreckage. The Skylark is
scheduled to fly mid 1961.

An analysis of our first year'soperat'ion of
the Tiger Moth showed a very good
util1sation with over 800 launches .;;halked
up. The results have been extremely
pleasing and the use of the Tiger contributed
greatly to the big increase in flying noW's
and cross-country miles during the last
year,

A.L.S.

CAMBRIDGE
T HE most .important event this spring_ was

the arnval of the Club's own Tiger
Moth, and the unusual amount of thermal
soaring we have had during April was
mainly due to this splendid device. BryCl:
Smith who has been appointed Chairman
of the Aero-Towing Sub.committee, has
organised a rota oftug-pilots which was put
to the test over the Easter Holidays. Bry<;.e's
team performed most efficiently, not only
towing sailplanes into thermals, but also
retrieving them from odd aerodromes to
which they strayed in tbeir search for more
thermals.

The Easter HolidaYs saw an unusual
amount of thermal soaring at Cambridge.
Each day the weallu:r turned out much
better than the forecast suggested. Although
no one dared to declare any large triangles,
flights of 4, 5 and even 6J hrs. were logged,
and the last soarers of tne day landed as late
as 7 o'clock. Paul Bethell-Fox, John
Garrood and John Burton went on cross
country flights and each covered about 35
miles; John Burton reached his goa1.

The 'best climbs this year have been by
Ann Mari Neumann and John Garrood.
Both reached 10,000 ft., and both will next
time see that the barograph is switched on.

G.S.N.

CORNISH
A GREAT deal of hard work has already

been done to prepare for National
Gliding Week, but much more remains to
be done. Sir WaveU Wakefield, M.P., has
consented to open the week on 28th May
and a flying display is planFled to follow.
Plymouth Aero Club are co-operating with
us in this and the R.A.F. are sending a
Hunter to provide a thunderous contraSt to

our more peaceful actiVIties. Given the
weather, we are looking forward to 'an
interesting and we hope, suc.;;essful week.

In connection with National Gliding
Week, the Perranporth Chaniber of Com-,
merGe are co-operating c10sery with us.
One member of the Chamber, Mr. S. J.
Bl,Irrell, has offered to pay the entrance fee
and subscription for a youth to take up
gliding with the Club and the Chamber have
gone further and offered entrance fee,
subscriPtion and a year's flying charges,
provided the Club will do the same. This
the Committee accepted enthusiastically, 'so
Iha,t there will now be three flying scholar
ships available. Details of qualitkations
and so on have not yet been finalised, but
we feel that it will provide a valuable
incentive to young people to take up gliding
and incidentally be good publicity for us.

Cs. of A. are going well. The T-21 Band
T-31 and Olympia have been revitalised by
Fred Breeze, who is also doing a fine job
on the Swallow kit. We hope to see the.
Swallow flying in the .near future, probably
within three or four weeks ,after Easter. We
havm't seen much of Pip Phillips lately.
He has a bad case of "traileritis" and is
working against time to complete his trailer
to house the Meise for the competitions.

A very pleasant surprise on 14th April
was the re-appearance of Geoff. Cox on a
flying visit from Canada.

The recent run of soutb to south-east
winds largely confined flying to circuits for
several weeks, but at last the pattern seems
to have broken, and the week before Easter
has provided two good soaring days.
Thursday, 14th April found the T-31
sitting at 1,000 fL over the cliffs, with Mike
Sharpe in the Olympia trundling to and fro
on the long beat 'at J ,500 ft. and upwards,
sweating out his five hours.

C's. of A., the weather, and laCK of a
suitable away field to operate from, have
prevented further investigation of Hooper's
Wave (see last SAILPLANE & GLIDING) but
negotiations are in hand to secure the
occasional use of Davidstow airfield, which
is conveniently near the wave area. If we
can llse Davidstow it will be invaluable, and
we ,",ope to learn a lot about the wave before
the year is out.

P.V.P.
COVENTRY
AT th.e A.G.M. on 26th February our

chaIrman, Dr. Gregg, looked back On
our seventh year of operations, with a certain
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amount of disappointment. He felt that we
had failed to make the most of the oppor
tunities presented with tbeoutstanding
weather of 1959, and called fora maximum
contribution of enthusiasm and hard work
from all members in 1960.

Michael Hunt, the C.F.I., pointed out
that our newly acquired Tiger Moth will
help us in the all-important aim of keeping
the aircraft in the air, and announced a
series of lectures on all aspects of cross
counUy flying. He reported that the system
of graded checks was working well, and did
not feel unduly despondent about the future.

In at least one respect we can already
report a changed outlook at Baginton, as
from the clubhouse ·it is now difficult to
believe that an airfield exists at all! At first
glance, it appears that the builders of M.l
have gone a bit off course, but we are
assured that when the tumuli and fire
breathing machinery have disappeared we
shall have an airfield with full-length hard
runways. Although the fact that we now
operate from the left-over corners has
affected us to some extent, we ate still
maintaining full scale operations.

During the fiJ'St three months of the year
we notched up 100 hrs. from 1,175 launches
and first solos were made by Messrs. Doug.

Sadler, Mills, Newall, Marriott, Hill and
Sheparoson. Soaring was of course not
widespread during this period, and it was
llQt until April that opportunities really
presented themselves-to be seized with
particular avidity by the owners of the
several l}rivately owned aircraft which are
due to participate in the Soaring Week.

Doe. Gregg has arranged for Mr.
Slingsby to make up his prescription for a
man-sized tonic~ne succulent Skylark
HI! His green Olympia remains operatiol\al
at Baginton, having passed to a newly
formed syndicate of six. The members of
this group lost no time in putting their
aircraft to good use, with Tony Glover
gaining his Silver height on Easter Saturday
and Reg Ludgate completing his distance on
the following day with a flight of 48 miles to
Harington, Berks. Howard Greenway used
his Olympia on the same day to fly from
Edgehill to Kidlington, landing for a chat
with the Oxford crowd and then taking a
wincb launch to fly home again!

The Easter period, in fact, provided some
·quite useful soaring, with heights of up to
5,700 ft. being logged, whilst Sheila Hands
gained her C. Further first solos were made
by Messrs. Gordon, Rodiac, Varley, and
Iton and Joy WilIet!.

/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

Bow to get "SAILPLANE AND GLIDING" ,)
)

) "Sailplane and Glidina" can be obtained in the U.K. at all Glidina Clubs, or teDd t7•. (post ,
free) for an Annual Subscription to:-Tbe British Gliding A.!!OCiation, Londonderry HOUllC, >

) 19 Park Lane, Lonclon, W.1. Single copies and most of tbe bad< issues ... also available, priee ,
2,. IOd. post free. Enquiries regarding bulk orders of 12 or m.ore copies, at wholesale prices, should )

) be made to The British Gliding Assoc:iation.

< ) OVERSEAS AGENTS , >
(AUsrRAUA: Stockists: Hearn's Hobbies, 361, Flinders Street, Melbourne and >
( Technical Book Co., 295, Swan.ton Street. Melbourne C.I, Victoria. ~

I NEW ZEALAND: Direct from B.G.A. or contaet G. Hooking" 23 Yattendon Road, ~ >
, SL Heliers, Auckland, E.I. Send Postal Order £1-

, CANADA: T. R. lleaaIey, 1425 Painter Circle. St. u.urent, Montreal. Canada. )
, >

SOUTH AFRICA: The Aero Club of South Africa, P.O. Box 2312, Maritime Hou.e,
( Loveday Stnet. Johannaburg. >

(

U.S.A., "
OTHER COUNTRIES:

SCANDINAVlA:

HOLLAND:

Please apply dlrec:t to British Gliding Association. Single copie.
2.. 10<1. or 17•• annually. (50 cent. or $3.00 annually).

HIUII E1leratrom, Nicoloviusgatan SA, Malmo. S.V.• Sweden.

J. VAN ECK. V.D. MZYDE .trul 9a. Rotterdam, 4.

Red LftlloH Cloth- BiDdH, taI&iq 11 i_ (2 )'Un): IS.. 6d. poot fne from B,G.A.
Will allO hied ,"our B.G,A. Personal Pilot Logbooluo.

~~~~~ ~~~
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Bring your Sailplane to
Lasham for:

10 YEAR INSPECTIONS
C OF A OVERHAULS

REPAIRS, MODIf:ICATlONS
RE·SPRAVlNG

FULL B.G.A. INSPECTION
APPROVAL

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON. HANTS

Given a hangar and with no need to
de-rig every night, we can increase the time
available for flying and by this means get
more money, payoff our crippling debts
and buy another glider.

The Club continues to rely on the
generous assistance of other Instructors, in
panicular Bernard Thomas from our
nearest neighbour, the Derby. and Lancs.
Club. By the time this is published we may
be nearer to having our own C.F.l.

The summer thennals are beginning but
we have yet to see what kind of thermals the.
Doncaster site will provide. In this con
nection the Club welcomes the setting up of
smokeless zones in the town. Preparations
for the summer season have been marked
by putting a variol'l}eter in the Cadet.

We are hoping to install draught beer in
the bar fairly soon. When the first pint is
drawn, then it can truly be said that gliding
has come to Doncaster. J.G.R.

DUMFRIES
OUR temporary use of the Dumfries

aerodrome has now come to an end
and as a result of this we are busy preparing
our permanent site at Thornhill for the
recommencement of flying.

We have now added a single seater Tutor
to our "fleet'· and after 'a repaint it took its
place beside our T-3!. This Tutor, bought
by a syndi~te and loaned to the club, was
collected by five members. who set out with
the enthusiasm of a team about to collect a
neW Swallow.

On the way back however, they strayed
from track at the top of Sutton Bank where
they visited the Yorkshire Gliding Club.
Their ridge was working well and three of
the party who had never flown on a ridge
before, soon put this to rights. We would
like to thank the members of tbe "York-
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DONCASTER
T HE Club started flying. OD 31st January,

1960. In the 10 week-ends since then,
we have had a total of 457 launches on the
T-31 and the Cadet. The training pro
gramme is going well.

Progress is now hamstrung by the lack of
a hangar. Once permission is obtained the
hangar can be up in a week. But the
objections which have been raised to putting
a small hangar on an aerodrome and on the
site of a former hangar, have been such as
to cause many members not merely frustra
tion but near apoplexy.

DERBY. and LANCS.
O N the 27th February, waves which had

been out of phase with our slope all
day, jumped into their correct positions late
in the afternoon and those airborne at the
time were elevated and ranged wide over
the Peak District. Michae I Kaye reached
11,300 ft. some thirty miles to the north,
Ron Tune in his new Olympia reached
5,200 ft., Jose Newmark 5,100 ft. in the
club Prefect, Paul Newmark 4,700 ft. in the
club Olympia. At quarter to six it was
getting rather dark, so we sent up a rocket
parachute flare which Mick spotted and
homed on while still some 12 miles away.

The A.G.M. was held on the 9th March.
The Camphill Trophy for the greatest cross
country mileage from Camphi1l went to
Bill Elrington; the Eustace Thomas Trophy
for the longest distance to Stan Armstrong;
the Eric Mensforth Trophy for the longest
ever flight in a club aircraft to Waltet
Ncumark; the Jubilee Cup for the greatest
height to Bill Elrington; the Chairman's
Prize for the greatest aggregate mileage in
club aircraft to Angus Thompson and the
Swale Tankard to Cyril James. Mick Kaye
was congratulated for winning the gigantic
B.GA. Seager Trophy for his 230 mile two
seater flight. Angus did not qualify for an
award for his 17,500 ft. climb as this was
done at Lasham, albeit in the club's own
Olympia.

Eric Taylor resigned from the Committee
for which he has done so much for some
25 years and now becomes a Vice-President
of the club.

Vic Wright opened the cross-eountrY
season by landing the Prefect on the Moors.
on the 8th April followed by Michael Kaye
and Sir Geoffrey Haworth in tbe T-42 to
Shrewsbury on the 16th April.



shire" for their hospitality and trust that
they will pay us a visit whenever in the area.

Looking back on our activities we have
had a total of 24 flying days. During this
period the two-seater flew 357 circuits for a
total time of 20 hrs. 8 mins., and our single
seater 36 circuits for a total time of 2 hrs.
54 mins.

Two of our members gained their A and
B certificates-Mr. George Binns our
Secretary and Mr. Gordon Kingbolm, who
has now come back to earth with a
vengeance. He is ifc hangar building.

Work is also under way on "the gathering
together" of the necessary parts for our
second winch and we hope to get off to a
fIying start when nature permits.

R.W.R.

aircraft to stay up. Easter Monday was
better still, and a number of members
soared in the T-21, Prefect and Olympia,

We are building a cable retrieving winch
which should be finished next month and
hope to have .radio communication between
launch point and Tower soon.

The club match making department
seems to have been busy lately. Roger
Neame and Olga Greaves were married on
25th March, and soon .after these notes
appear the wedding ,of Denis Monckton
and Shirley Fielder will take place; Nobby
Clark is getting married at Whitsuntide.
Eric Clegg and Margaret Gerke have also
announced their engagement recently.

P.B.
LAKES

KENT HEARTY congratulations are happily

AT last, we seem to have I~t winter extended to Ron Read, our C.F.l, and
behind. C. of A.s were completed on to Mrs. Read from all dub members, and

all club aircraft during the winter months. I am sure from the gliding fraternity as a
Soaring started on Sunday, 21s1 February, whole, for the stork has favouJed them
when the C.F.!. Roy Hubble took the with a visit, leaving behind a small bundle
Olympja-up for a test flight, fOUnd.a thermal of joy in the way of baby daughter, JaneL
over the ridge and played with it for 40 The wonderful possibilities for exciting
minutes. No one else J"llanaged to find the flying in the general area in which our club
elusive thermal afterwards. is sited has been amply confirmed during

More soaring was possible during the the past weeks of March. We had a surprise
week-end of 19th-20th March when visit from the Yorkshire Club's C.F.I. Chris
Richard Parkinson kept the Olympia aloft Riddell on Sunday, 27th March. That day
for half an hour and Mickey Gilbert and as on most days in March, the wind had
Philippa Buckley both had thermal flights much East in it and Chris, taking good
in the Skylark. Glyn Richards celebrated advantage of the wave which had formed,
putting the clocks forward on Sunday, 9th came whistling in for tea after attaining a
April by trying for five hours on a rather height of 9,000 ft. He had in fact viewed
difficult day, but he only managed 4t hrs. our activities for thirty minutes whilst

We were lucky to have weather fit for remaining above our site at 5,000 ft.
flying on all four days over the Easter Then again, more visitors on Sunday,
week-end, and several c10b members had 3rd April, this time from the R.A.F. team
soaring flights. On Good Friday the club which had been spending a short time at
Olympia and one winch were taken to a field Cross Fell, which is situaled a little north
near Stone Street. We had an interesting of the Lakes Club. The purpose of their
day there and hope possibly to make other stay was to investigatl; the conditions of
expeditions later. wave in the area. The story they had to tell

While this experiment was going on, us was indeed intriguing. A story of hours
Peter Wildbur arrived at Lympne in the of wave flight at heights in excess of 21,000
Southdown Club's Olympia. We have been ft. in an Eagle; of a flight of more than
hoping for some time that a Southdown five hours whilst roaming the Lake District
member would make a return visit, since at will at never less than 13,000 Ct. and up to
one of our members flew to Firle last 17,000 ft.
~Ptember. So we were very glad to see Such is the promise for our future. The
hIm and the Southdown Club have been presence of the recently acquired Olympia
warned to expect us at Firle again soon. brings such a promise nearer.

.Easter Saturday was a day of strong Although out' Club has reluctantly can-
Winds and squalls, which made the thermals celled the Nationals due to the small
bberoken and difficult; but Sunday was a number of entries, we do, nevertheless,

tter day, though the Skylark was the only offer a hearty invitation to any gliding team
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1,500 h.
Cl.s1

Fleet: 2 Prefects, 3 Olympias,

Skylark 11, 2 T-2lbs, T-42b.

Subscription £7 Entrance fee £2
Launches 3/•. Flying fee 12/• per hr.

The
long Mynd,
Shropshire

BRITAIN'S
FINEST

SOARING
SlYE

Home of the MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LlMITID
Y'OU WANT ITI - WE HAVE ITI

Ab initio training
Advanced instruction

Aetobati~, Blind flying training
5-hour duration, Silver "C" Height

Ridge soar'ing, thermals, ....ave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse

Good food ear
RESIDENTIAL SUMMEIt COURSES

W,i~ fo,(;ourse Brochure and Membership Prospectus 1.0:
'ENQUIRIES',

Midland GDding Club Ltd., Long Mynd,
CHURCH STRETTON, Shropshire

Tel. linley 206

J.F.W.

of the week.
G. Kerr completed his Silver C with a

duration flight in the Olympia on a day with
the wind gusting at over 50 knots at 1,000
ft.

Other C Certificates, John O'Rourke;
who reached 3,000 ft. in the Tutor and also
Brian Huggins.

The German K-7 arrived here on Easter
Saturday after having been held up by the
Customs, the steel tubes had to be searched
for contraband perhaps! The aircraft
seemed to perform very well, even though
the pilots were flying without a, variometer.

The Garage projeet at last has started to
take shape and an erection of steelwork
at the side of the hangar can be seen as
\!)roof of progress.

D.H.M.

which may visit us during the season. We
can assure them that a probe about our sky
should offer exciting results.

LONDON
TRE soaring season has burst on us once

again and as usual we have been
amazed by the suddenness with which it
arrived.

The Easter week·end produced 220 hrs.
from over 500 launches. A Gold C ~ttempt
by John Jeffries in 'the Sky 133 miles to
BridpQrt was the best flight of the hQliday,
the same pilot also did an out and return
to Braintree l<>2 miles on the Monday,

The Task on Sunday was a 100 km.
triangle, but this was only completed by
Geoffrey Stephenson; on Monday, Roger
Mann and Dan Smith completed an out M'IDLAND
and return task to Duxford.

The week before Easter was Elementary THE first three months of the year have
Soaring Week. John Cardiff completed his produced oonsistentlybad flying con
Silver C with a Goal flight to the East Coast ditions at The Long Mynd and our records
in the Prefect. Tom Sheppard got his five of hours flown for this periocl must have
hours in the Prefect and Tony Wilson his in ,reached an all_time low. However, with the
a Tutor. Messrs. Jennings, Foyle, Har- arrival of April things show 'signs of
greaves. Barlow, Marlow, Au!\! and improvement and Saturday. 9th April was
Marriott, all qualified for their Cs and an exceIlent day and produced our first
we flew nearly 100 hours in the four days Silver C distanCe of the year, when Tim
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yellow wings. The trailer is nearing com
pletion, so it may be that some 0f the
Olympia pilots may be having a crack at the
new distance record in the neaT future.

As I mentioned in the last club news, we
are nQw on a day to day basis at Usworth
and as the sale of the buildings has been
fixed for 26th April, we are hoping to get
one of the huts for use as a <dub house at
Carlton, In the meantime four working
parties have been organised and have heen
at work repairing the ravflges doue to the
access road by the winter weather. We are
also hoping to hold a fortnight's combined
work and flying camp ,at Carlton 'some time
in July. The flying is intended to familiarise
club pilots with; hill soaring as nearly all the
present members have only had flat site
e.xpe ience.

Our immediate future is still uncertain, to
'say the least of it, but the long term pros:
pects look rather more rosy and when
Carlton is a going concern they should be
even better.

NEWCASRE
THE news front Newcastle is still more of

work than of fiying though we, have had
some thermal days and the Usworth
distance recolld has been well and truly
fracwred by Doug. Collinson in the
Skylark II during an unsuccessful attempt NOR'THA'MPTON
on his Gold C distance on 16th April.
Boug. told rrte in his account of the flight OUR new site, at Podington Aerodrome,
that he was aiming for Cambridge. After near Wellingborough, is already ful-
being launched at mid-<!ay he arrived within filling the promise it made last Autumn of
sight of Sutton Bank at 2 o'dock with having good or even excellent soaring
4,000 fL in hand. Hy pressed on and was Qualities and our season commenced, we
down to 1,500 ft. twice before being saved felt, on the 21st of February when two
by last gasp thermals. He scraped over the people each SOaI'ed 16 mins. in a Tutor, and
river Ouse at Goole and finally ran out of W. Petch took it to cloudbase at 2,500 ft.,
lift near Gainsborough after being in the in 29 mins. The wind wa'S, westerly, about
air 3 hrs. 45 mins. and covering 110 miles at 20 knots.
an average speed of approximately 27 The Swallow, whose delivery we had been
m.p.h. eagerly awaiting,arrived Qn Good Friday.

The other distance asp~ant, this time for Ken. Pearson, CF.!., took it up and then
his Silver C, was Frank Rodwell in the checked five Tutor pilots in quick succession
Swallow, who was launched at 12.30. He for conversion using the Chairman's Eagle.
headed inland to try and get to the lift which The rest of the day was passed doing
was visible further west, but the sea breeze circuits and comparing notes, and on
beat him to it and he only made 12 miles Easter Saturday several members prQved
to Sherburn, near Durham. its soaring capabilities. All this excitement

Two of the three jobs which have been justified the forethought in the C.F.l."s
under way in the hangar are now finis~ Department, which had earlier instituted
and the Tutor and Olympia are now back in a conversion course for likely candidates.
action. The fonner, thanks to the generosity On 20th March for instance, 78 training
of. Mr. Brigham and the time put in by launches were recorded, 23 of ,them in the
!'41ke Roland and Alan Pratt, is complete Eagle to prepare for conversion. The main
with spoilers after only one week-end in training programme for this sununer, apart
thehangar. The Olympia thanks to some from ab initio work, will corn::entrate on
patient work wi th sandpaper and spray- advanced flying, lea.ding to eross countries.
gun by Bob Fleuret, Norman Dean and Easter Saturday also saw the arrival of
~raham Garlick, is now resplendent in the our first visiting pilot of the ~son, Stephen
cub colours Gf signal red fuselage and Hart, of the R.A.F..G.S.A. (Four Counties)
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Corbett flew to Lichfield, 45 miles, to
complete his badge. .

Last-minute preparations for our Easter
Rally are being made in readiness for the
wonderful weather which we anticipate and
a report on the results will appear elsewhelle
in this issue. We alle making sure of the
Bar supplies this time, too. Last year, a
really thirsty crowd drank twenty dozen
bottles of beer by early evening on one
particular day and we went dry. I chaIlenge
them to drink all we have this year!

We are still plagued with the Advisory
Route over The M)'nd, which stops all
cloud-flying in the vicinity of the Club, but
we have hopes, at last, of having it moved
over to the west in the neat future.

G.B-e.G.



whQ dropped in from Spitalgate in an
Olympia lIB, to complete his Silver C
distance. We very much hope that he will
be the firSt of a serie3 of similar visitors, all
of whom will be welcome.

Two new B Certificates have to be
recorded, achieved by G. O'Donnell and
P. Mendham, and several other trainees are
approaching their tirst solos.

Work on the Club premises continues,
and 'some of the more essential amenities,
induding a bar, are flOW installed. While
we have not yet attained the standards laid
down by Mrs. Welch in her recent article,
we have no doubt that our wives will see
that we do do so in due course!

Arrival 0/ the Northants Swallow at Podington on Good Friday. K. Pearson (C.F.J.) in the
cockpit. Also present, jrom L. to R.: P. Jones"B. Sykes (Chairman), W. Mason, G. O'Donnell,

L. Hlggins and, n~arest to camera, B. C. Haslings_

-L. A. Speechley, Hon. Treasurer-Miss
S. J. Taylor, C.F.I.-J. Ellis. Ground
Engimeer-C. R. Hurst. Mechanical Eql!lip!
ment Offieer-J. Wren. R Baker, V. R.
Collins, D. Evans and R. E. Everard also
serve on the General Purposes Committee.

Reporting on the past year the Secretary
noted that only once before had 4,000
launches been exceeded" but 1959 had
produced twice the number of flying hours.

With the Orympia available to the post
solo pilot the average duration of their
flights had also been doubled.

The' Club started 1960 with an even more
expensively stuffed hangar, a Skylark lIIB
with "self-cancelling ailerons" being the

RC.H. latest addition. This will be operated \;)y

O
.v~ORD John Matheson, Mr. and Mrs. Malcom
lA.. Laurie and John McKenzie.

THE Seventh Annual General Meeting' Three trailers are "on the stocks" and
of the club returned the retiring com- our various mechanical devices are being

mittee to serve for a further year and the groomed by Joe Wren and his industrious
fotlowing oflkers were el'ected:- team in anticipation of an even better year.

Chairman-Professor G. c.. Varley. Anita Schmidt achieved the first cross-
Vice-Chairman-K. Harris, Hon. Secretary country flight reaching, Dunstable in the
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R.A.F.G.S.A.
EAST ANGLlAM
(Duxford)

DESPITE absence of club reports in
SAJLPLANE & GLIDING for a year, the

club has been thriving all winter. We have
just finished five days of intensive flying
over Easter. Jim Wingate took the Olympia
away to Ipswil.:h for his Silver e distance,
while his retrievi ng crew went off to
Dunstable. (He had started off in that
direction.) Dave St~phens and Mike
Holloway both got their Silver C height;
that is subject to barograph calibration, as

times. The faulty piece of equipment has
now been cured and the exceptionally
durable cable should have an exceedingly
long life.

The Easter week-end turned out to be
highly successful. With three aircraft
Ka-2, Weihe and Grunau and two winch~
we logged 31 hrs. 27 mins., with 208
launches bringing the total for the year to
646 launches, which beats all previous
records.

S.A.e. Dave Lewis, Staff Sergeant Jim
Lee and Staff Sergeant Somerville soloed
for their A's and B's, and S.A.e. Ron
Cla;rkson an.d Warrant Officer Harris, got
then C CertIficates with flights of 44 mins.
and 15 mins. respectively.

F'or the second time in the Club's short
history, Si,lver C heights were reached
without a barograph. This time it was liT
Doug. Allan ,in the Grunau with a climb to
4,500 ft. on a 1 hr. 4 min. flight on Easter
Sunday and Flying Officer Clive Wallis in
the Weihe, 1 ht. and 4,800 ft. on the same
day. As usual the barograph, the only one
we have, was in the other aircraft when it
was most needed.

White G.B. in. 45 mins., whilst Chris Hurst
holds the height for the year so far with
7,200 ft. in the Olympia.

A small group, arriving early to D.l.
winches and 'cables, .have reduced the
number uf cable: breaks for our first 700
launches to 6 as against 47 for last year.

This excellent example should be noted
by all who dislike tying knots in wire when
it is soarable.

W.L.

PHOENIX (Germany)

ALTHOUGH We Were unable to complete
all four of our ai reraft for the start ·of

the season at the beginning of March,
nearly 400 launches had been logged up to
the week-end beLore Easter with the Ka-2
and one Gruoau.

The wings of the otber Grunau we~e
found to be unserviceable and it was not
until the end of March that we acqui!ed
another serviceable pair. At the time of
writing JfT Ray Waters and his team of
workers are labouring frantically to prepare
the Weihe for Easter. •

Congratulations to J/T Doug. Allan who
gained his C certificate early in March in
the Grunau. Doug's effort was the first of
the season.

J/T Harry Howitt attempted his Silver C
cross-eountry on 9th April in weather
which appeared good around midday, but
flattened out towards late afternoon. He
got only 30 kms. away before the lift ran
out. After a lot ,of c·onfusion and many
telephone calls to the British Military
Police and the German police, the retrieve
crew finally found the unfortunate pilot in a
field near Krefeld.

We have at last found a replacement for
the Opel Kapitan, retrieve car which had to
be scrapped after it fell to bits, despite a
valiant effort on the part of Doug. Allqn to
save it, at the end oflast season. The new
:vehicle is a jeep and is proving ideal for the
Job of towing out cables. Another
acquisition has been a 22 h.p. Wolseley
motor car which we are contemplating
converting for auto towing. This would take
considerable work off the winches as well as
giving valuable experience to the pilots.

The. nylon covered cable, in use since
early III March on the Roeder winch, has
proved itself to be very hardwearing,
blt,hoUgh it is sho~ing one or two scars after

ClOg caught up In the pay-on gear several
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Two ex-Balloon Winches, Wild Mk 1\1,
suitable lor Glider Towing lor sale, con
sisting 01 Ford V8 'PetrQI" Engine driving
heavy duty winch, radiator cooled, 2400
r.p.m., complete with gear-box and oper
ating panel.

NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSE!)
Details and pholographs from':

ELECTRO MOTION LIMITED
161 Borkby' Road. Leicester

Telophone' 66341
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PUBUCATIONS

"AUSTRALIAN GUDING" - monthl:r:
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor, Allan Ash. Subscription
30 shillings Australian, 24 shillings Sterlinl
or 3.50 dollars U.S. and Canada. Write for
free. sample copy. "A\l$tralian Gliding".
34 Oxford Street. Kingswood, New South
Wales. Australia.

"MODEL AIRCRAFf"--,Official Journal
of the Society of Model Aeronautical
Engineers. Features contest winning model
designs, constructional articles, photo
graphs and reports of international and
national contests. 1/6 monthly from any
newsagent. Send for specimen copy free
from "Model Aircraft", 19-20 Noel Street,
London, W.J.

READ POPULAR FLYING the bi-month
ly magazine of the Popular Flying Assoc·
iation. SubscriPtion £1 a year. Spe.:imen
copy with scale plans of the Hirtcnberg
HS9A and history of this unique aircraft
1/6d. from The Popular Flying Association,
Londonderry House, 19 Park Lane.
London, W.1.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime and
a typical phase of aeromodelling. Read
about this and other aeromodelling subject.
in AEROMODELLER, the world's leading model
magazine, published monthly, price; 2/.
MODEL APtONAunCAL PRESS LTD., 31
Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts.

"SOARING"-Official organ of rho Soar·
ing Society ofAmerica. Edited by L10yd M.
Licher. Obtainable from Soaring Society of
America, Inc. Box 66071, Los Angeles 66
California. Subscription $4.00 in North
America and $5.00 elsewhere, apply to your
Post Office for a form.

FOR SALE

AIRCRAFT TABLE MODEl.S Scale 1:
50 High-class finish, varnished in either
natural wood or ivory. The base is rect
angular with a stylised cloud. All types of
sailplane cost only 8.50 OM. Flugzeug
Modellbau Werner Reuss, G8ttingen,
Fliederweg 4. West Germany.

DEMAND OXYGEN SYSTEM cOJllplete.
Turn and Slip, Accelerometer, FOf~ and
aft, Clinometer, SensitIve Altimeter, also
Metric altimeter, in need of repair. What
offers? Box No. 63

EAGLE T42b. Winner World Champion
ships 1956. Complete instruments, para
chutes, barographs, oxygen, 12 months C.
of A.. exceIlent trailer £1,975. Welch, 14
Upper Old Park Lane, Famham, Surrey.

GUDER TYPE KITE 1. Partially rebuilt.
Requires further repair <lnd overhaul for C.
of A. Reasonable price for quick sale. Can
be seen at R. A. F. Bicester any Sunday by
appointment. For further details telephone
Flight Sergeant Simpson at Bicester .501,
Extension 236.

SLINGSBY KITE HA, excellent condilion,
C. of A., with rebuilt trailer, £455. Brooks,
41 Grange Drive, Glenhills, Leicester.

MISCELLANEOUS

GERMAN BOY (17) wishes to spend holi
days with English gliding family during
August, Payment arranged. Write:- Jiirgeo
Reese, BUderich/Dusseldorf, Kaarsterweg,
Germany.

HERE and THERE
Nation<l1 Gliding Week.-This will be

held from 28th May to 6th June at the
Cornish Gliding Club's site at Ferranporth
only, as the two other aub~ which had
hoped to take part have found themselves
unable to do so.

Records Homologated
International single·seater gliding records

recently confirmed by the F.A.I. are:-
L. Misiek (poland), in a Jaskolka, 6th

July 1959: gool-and-return, 533.6 km.
(331.6 miles).

R. Schreder (U.S.A.), in Airmate HP-8,
speed round triangular courses, August
1959: lOO-km. triangle, 11th August.
107.04 km. (66.52 rnL) p.h.; ZOO-km.
triangle. 6th August, 107.83 km. (67.10 mL)
p.h.; 3OO-krn. triangle, 7th August, 96.84
km. (60.17 mi.) p.h.
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FENLAND (Marham)

S
~ activities at Marham have been
~tncted . recently by a change in

serviCing pohcy and the Olympia was
grounded until its servicing schedules had
been approved by the powers-that-be. This
was terribly frustrating as on Easter
Sa.turday superb cross-eountry conditions
eXisted at Marham., with abundant lift in
cloud streets.

Peter Kevan and lan Straehan took the
Sed"f?ergh on sc:veral soaring flights with
pupils and conSIdered that a possible Gold
C day had been lost Easter Monday saw
sev~l hours of local soaring, although we
were )';Ist on the fringe of some really good
conditiOns towards Cambridge. On this
day, S.A.c. Kylo soloed after only twelve
days with the club. lan Strachan managed
to take a week's leave to attend the Wave
Soaring Project at Kirkbride and did four
hours on the EagIe and Olympia there.

On the servicing side, we are still in dire
straits, as our old spoilerless Grunau's
glue joints are a trifle unnerving to behold,
and the machine will have to be retired.
Gordon Rondel, our technical expert, is
also carrying out a strip inspection on the
Gull (Steve's channel crossing one, no
less!), this will take some time but Gordon
thinks that the aircraft will be airworthy.
We have hopes of a new Eon Baby to fill
the gap in the club fleet, and when we have
the Olympia and Chipmunk too, we should
have some good soaring to report.

Our C.F_L, Barry Gould, was married on
2nd April, and we wish him and Mrs. Gould
all happiness.

HOME COUNTIES
(Homchurch)

AT last the Club can report that it is
operating regularly and that in spite of

past difficulties we are /inn!y established.
Some seven months ago a few enthusiasts
rallied enough support to get a grant of
£50, a loan of£150 and the R.A.F.G.S.A.'s
approval to try and form an area club here
at Homchurch. Air Commodore Finlay
kindly consented to become the President
and Wing Commander Dennison, the Unit
Commander, agreed to be our Chairman.

During the winter months a "Wild" type
Winch was built and an ancient Fordson
Tractor made ready for cable retrieving.
The R.A.F.G.S.A. gave us a T-31 and later
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EAST YORKSHIRI
(Driffield)

AT the end of flying OD Easter Monday
we completed 975 launches and had

7.9 hrs. 43 mins. fiying time to our credit
smce our formation in October 1959' an
ach~evernentof which we are quite proud.

Smce our last report Ccertificates have
been gained by Master Signaller Bailey,
Sgt. Manley and Flt. Lt. Fletcher and ALld B Certificates by Sgt. McWhirter,

1. Col. Ropp, U.S.A.F., Mr. Poxon and
Mrs. FrogIey. Congratulations to all
concerned. Actually, the Easter therrnals
helped considerably.

E<tuipmentwise, the T-31 is back in
service and working overtime. We expect
our Cadet in a week and the T-21 under
construction at Slingsby should be with us
late May/early June. This should be
followed by a nice new o.rympia, bringing
our fleet of aircraft to five in number. Thehver faithful Grunau is encouraging C

I!nters; and 00 doubt our new barograph
wl11.encourage even higher ambitions.

Fl.nally, we wish good luck and good
Soanng to all clubs in the coming season.

R.T.n.

they <Ii~n't have much margin to spare.
Three pilots got their C's, and three went
solo. Congratulations all round!

Membership has risen steadily over the
winter months, there are now contingents
fro~ Henlow and Oakington, as well as
Bassmgbourne. We are hoping to fiy at
Bassingboume on Wednesday afternoons
as well as Duxford at week-ends. The club
has acquired three winches, two of which
work mOst of the time. This is m3.inly due
to Pete Dawson, who has joined us from
Germany and swaps engines from one
winch to another. We owe him a great deal
and also his wife Maureen, who has taken
over the running of the clubhouse and is
making it pay its way handsomely.
~he club has a new Skylark lII, due to

arnve any day now, this supplements our
fleet of Olympia, T-21, T·31 and Tutor. The
Olympia must be one of the most beautiful
in the c~untry, thanks to "Dib" Dibley; he
sprayed It for us, and we will miss him now
that h~ has returned to ElIiotts'. Nobby
Cla.rk IS very busy building a new trailer,
which looks most professional; he is also
secretary of the Club. Max.Bacon took OVer
the C.F.I. 's chair six months ago and Dave
Stephens is still treasurer. 'D.V.D.



J.D.

a Cadet Mk. I, as· well as much encourage
ment and useful advice. As always the hard
work fell on a few really keen types but
finally we started regular operations towards
the end of February.

Our first month's total of launches only
reached 84 with 4 hrs. 36 mins. airbQrne
time. Nevertheless the potential of the site
was demonstrate.cl on 20th March when a
new member, the C.P.I. and tl1e T-31
reached 2,000 ft. In March also we pro
du.ced our first A and B Certifieate. So far
this month we have achieved 180 launches,
1'0 hrs. 37 mins. and another A and B. We
have a growing membership including
people from several districts ·of London,
one from Kent and another from Warton
and we have already had several visitors
from other clubs.

Although we have to share the airfield
with 614 Gliding School, I think we can
honestly say that we can both exist happily
on tpe one si.te. This was amply demon
strated during Easter when four lines ran
full olast the whole time,

I understand that all 17 of the A.T.e.
cadets went solo successfully during their
week's course, and that three gained their
e certificates. On ·our side, Ken Hirst took
the T-31 to 2,500 ft. and Ron Taylor had
20 mins. after 1 p.m. in a Prefect a.nd 3~

mins. in a T-21, during which he climbed to
2,900 ft. We flew a good many passenger
trips and in all totalled 164 launches,
9 hrs. and 40 mins.

Finally, may I offer hospitality to anyone
who wouJd like to. visit us-we operate
every week-end. Also thanks to Bill
Vetling, the A.T.e. School C.P.I. and his
fellow Instructors whose encouragement,
g00dwill and assistance has been in
valuable.

R.J.L

WESSEX (AndoY8r)

Tlffi up-tQ-date list of club officials is
as (oIlows:-

Chief Gliding Instructor-Squadron
Leader Brownlow, Secretary-Squadrpn
Leader Kend3l1, Treasurer-Wing Com
mander Kingwill, Secretary (addres.s)
Officers Mess, R.A.F., Amport House, Nr.
Andover, Hants.

We shall continue to operate at Andover
airfield at week-ends. During the soaring
season intending visitors should find no
difficulty in making an overnight stop, as
there are now two Motels and a Guest

House situated at the edge of the airfield·
Some club members have recently been
away up North at Kirkbride on a wave
safari and valuable experience has been
gained.

sconlSH
AFiER what must be the most frustrating
. . winter for. many a yea-r, early signs of
promise have been noted in recent weeks
with a rapid iJ!lcrease il1l flying time and
launches. As yet, little of note can be'
rec:orded, but a fine frenzy ofactivity is. seen
in the preparation of trailers and \'ehi~les"

It i~ expected that further sorties to the
south will be organised following the
success of the E.agle Crew-Wo Lawson and
A, J. Thotburn-at the Mynd last Easter
when their flight of 143 miles (Mynd to
Markam) was suitably enhanced by the
award of the Siam Trophy for the best
flight of 1959 from the Mynd.

A visit to our most Northern coJIeagues,
the Aberdeen G.c., was made by a small
party from the S.G.U. to sample their
flying, but unfortunately 3i persistent
"clamp" foiled this. But, as usual, the
excellent hospitality of the hosts made the
visit most enjoyable and· a return visit will
follow. .

At the A.G.M. on the 10th April, our
hard working member Andrew Thorburn
was accorded a further honour by his
election as Chairman and Vice-President of
the. Club. It was commented that the
A.G.M. was probably the quietest for
many years, despite the maoy items
discussed. Much satisfaction was shown at
our financial state and it was agreed that
priority be given to the pm'chase and
erection of suitable Club Rooms.

WAS.

SOUTHDOWN
As the date gets closer to our away-camp

this year more and more activity is
coocentrated in and arQund the hangar
where the repair and painting of the
Olympia trailer is taking place as well. as the.
construction of a "special" to take either
the. Tutor or our sewnd Olympia. The
Nissen hut has now been converted to take
the new winch and a flint pathway laid do:wn
to simplify ease of entry and exit. Whilst on
ground topics, mention must be made of
the many members Who have very kindly
contributed items of equipment to the Club
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cottage raniing from a barometer to a
television set generously given by C1em
White.

Flying for March included one good
day"s ridge soaring in a north-easterly
during which we totalled some thirteen
hours soaring. Saturday 26th March saw
the start of oUr cross-eountry season led,
inadvertently (as they say), by Peter Staff
and Dennis Dowling in the two-seater when
cloud rapidly closed down over tne take
off point forcing them to fly out over the
valley to land near the farmhouse. We are
now looking forward to seeing Dennis's
cine film of the flight "filmed 01} location".

Easter weather coodilioos, after all un
favoufable forecast, turned out to be of the
type one d~ms about and which usually
only arrives on a Monday morning. The
writer got away 00 Good Friday in a
westerly wind .and. an early thennal and
found conditions fairly easy including,
surprisingly, the damp area of Romney
Marsh. Landing was made at Lympne
airport, tempomry home of the Kent Club,
where he was made very welcome by Kent
members. (My thanks to (Jur c.P.I. and
members who came out through the heavy
holiday traffic to retrieve me.) Dick
Vanson made a good attempt at a westerly
cross-country tne following day in a fairly
strong north-easterly wind. He reached
4,000 ft. on the way, but was forced down
near DitchIing. On the same day Jim Lee
completed his C with a satisfying 17 min.
flight in thermals in the Tutor; Mike Meek,
also in the Tutor, climbed in strong lift in
front of a rain squall and later in the day·
converted to the Olympia. Jim Tucker re
soloe<l on the Tutor and on Sunday com
pleted his C. Geoff CreffieJd kept up the
good work by convert ing to the Olympia
on the Monday. Altogether a promising
start to the soaring season.

One of our new rnemberil, Geoff. Tilley,
sel up something of a club ground record
Over Easter by walking from Handcross
Hill to Firle. Mention must also be made
of another of our keen members, Clem,
who regularly cycles. the 60 odd miles from
Kingslon to the dub at the week-ends.

Correction: In the last "Club News" I
incouectly described Les Allard as our new
President. This should have read "our neW
Chairman". My aJ}Ologies to Sq. Ldr.
FpurJong who, of course, remains our club

resident.
P.W.

SURREY
T--.HE best flight so far this season has been

a circular tour lasting 6 hrs. by Rocky
Stone. This Bight was 10 have been an
out-and-return to Leicester,. but conditions
necessitated a change of ~Ian half way so
Rocky visited Abingdon and Brize Norton
before landing at Hartli<Y Witney on the
way back. Total dist~80miles.

Our assembly line of trailers has been
working at top capacity. Hugh Hilditcb
has completed two so far and a third should
be comph~ted in a week or so.

The second 'generation of pilots is coming
along well. JiII and James Adair have
produced a daughter. Congratulations.

News of the Easter Rally at Lasham may
be found elsewhere in this issue. c.J.W.

U.S.A.
THE Annual V.S. National Soaring
_ Championships will ,be held at Odessa,

Texas, this year, from 2nd-11th August.
O<Iessa is well known for producing world
soaring records, the present open single
place distance and all open single-place and
multi-place sJ}eed records having been set
there.

Entries will be restricted to pilots with
Silver C's and Gold C distance legs in order
to hold the number of sailplanes to a
manageable level. There will be but one
class, open, since participation in other
class.es in recent Nationals did not warrant
making provision for them. Gyro instru
ments may not be carried in competing
sailplanes bLIt, with cloud bases at 81000 to
10,000 ft., tilis is no particular handicap.

Distance tasks along fixed, broken
courses will be tried for the first time,
supplementing free distam:e and. speed
tasks, to put more emphaSIS on distance
type soaring and less on speed:. We look
forward 10 Philip Wills' participation in
this oontest.
. Aweek long wave soaring expeditio~ ~t

Bishop, California, is in process as thiS .IS
being writtela. Normally there are no saIl
planes or towplanes based at this famC?us
wave soaring site where most world soanng
altitude records have been established. .

This expedition was o~ganised ~y .the
Southern Califomia Soaring ASSQclahon,
and so far has attracted five privately
owned sailplanes ·and two club machines.
Two Diamond Caltitudes have been
obtained, one by John Ryan of ScottsdalC?,
Arizona, in a Pratt-Read 10 complete hiS
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Diamond C badge, V.S. number 16, and the
other by Dr. Harner Selvidge in his 1-26.
The tug is an AT·6 Harvard.

The V.S. team for the World Soaring
Championships is scheduled to fly U.S.
equipment for the first time in many years.
Dick Johnson, current and five times V.S.
Champion and world distance record
holder. has just finished and flown his
original design Adastra in which he expects
to compete in the open class. Dick Schreder
holder of all single-place world soaring
speed records, wi 11 fly his new HP.9 in the
open class, and Paul Bikle will have a
Schweizcr 1-23H-15 in the Standard Class.

L.M.L.
YORKSHIRE
THE late Winter at Sutton Bank has

given us some very pleasant wave
flying and our first Silver C of the season.
David Hill climbed to 1,900 ft. to get his
elusive Silver height in the Club Swallow.
He flew over the local area in wave lift
before he landed back home. David
Carrow who was visiting the site. rose to
8.800 ft. in the same wave, but landed at
Ampleforth.

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIELD, GLOUCESTERSHIRE

w. off.r excellenl lhefmal. hill and wa.,. soaring a'
• sit. a. Ih. wMt.... edge 01 ItN Cotlwolds, Nr.
SlrOlld.

Fleet includes SIr.,IMk 11, Olympia, Prefect, luten .nd
Dwal Training Hachines. A.rorowing .v.il.ble.
Comfortable Clubhouse. fint class Can'Hn, Bunlr.houM
and B .

Su , Gliding Holidays 'ot ab--inilio Non-Members

Write uo:- BRISTOL GUDlNG CLUB,
Nymp.f1e1c1, .... St_ov'.. Glos.

Tel: ULEY 342

DO YOUR GUDIN(; ON THI
CORNISH RIVIERA

THE CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
OFFERS C:OURSIS IETWEEN 13th JUNE AND 7th OCT.
ON ITS MAGNifiCENT COASTAl. CLIFF SOARING SITE

IN THE HEART OF TH:S FAMED HOLIDAY AREA.
Trili"ing and SoJo MlIChi...s-AefQ.lows Avail.bJ.

Visitors .Iway. yery weJeon.
21 mil•• of goIdon and> - of lb. best surf·bmhing
beaches in the country - and ell the usual holiday

r.sl allMftitie••
Idul for family and friends.
Apply, U·Col. G. E. TUSON

HOlMANS CROFT. ROSE, Nr. TRUlO, CORNWAll
Tel:.phone: Pcn:anporth 3361

The Helm wind projc;ct has been success
ful this year. Chris Riddell and Jock White
borrowed the standby winch and took it up
to the Hartside Range. They arrived there
with the Skylark I,· on the 26th March,
only to find a classic Helm bar and cap.
This fascinated them so much that photos
were taken extensively. Next day no helm
was seen but after rigging and lunch it came
back. Chris caught it from a winch launch
to 800 ft. and rose to 9,300 ft. Severe
turbulence was met with and as he had no
oxygen, he went no higher, but flew on to
the Lakes Gliding Club, where he was
entertained royally to tea.

Over Easter, Ritchie Pick, Joe Wedder
burn, with Sluart Morrison, went to the
Mynd Rally and they took the Swift. This
is the private Swallow that has been
developed into something very interesting.
F1I'St impressi ons are Very favourable and
on Easter Sunday Stuart Morrison took the
Swift 100 miles from the Mynd to land just
short of his goal at Lasham. Joe Wedder
burn and Ritchie Pick also flew cross
countries in inferior conditions.

J.C.R.

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GLIDING CLUB

Camphill, Great Hucklo...., NI'. Tides....ell,
Derbyshire

The Club ha. two dual control machin.. and
off..- el_t'nuf'y. intermediate and hi&h per
formance racHities.

Private Ownen ar. catered for and a full
time Ground En-eineer is emJ)loyed.

The comfortable Club Hou••• Oormitori..
and Cant..n ...... under the care of a R.iclent
Steward and Stewardess.

At Camphill th... are all those thin,. which
"'ake the complete Gridin, Club!
Write to the Secretory for detoil. ofMembership

"nd S...."".r Couroes.

THE
KENT GLIDING CLUB

extends a warm welcome to all visitors
to lympne

DAY MEMBERSHIP 5/- LAUNCH FEE 4/-
Holiday courses /0' ~inMrs £15.15.0

inclw;ye
Furlhe, details from:

'THE SECRETARY.
lOD<iE HOUSE. BRABOURNE lEES.

NR. ASHFORD. KENT
T.J.p~o ••', S.IIi.dge 3221
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sCOnlSHGLlDING UNION LTD~
Portmoak, Scotlandwoa, by Klnross

Inilial 'raining, and excellen' hill, th.rm." and WilVit
Jo:&r'ing in, beautilul uurounding".

7 Aircraft includin9 two T.21 b two-,eate,.

Summer HotidilY Cours•.' 0" seven dAyl "ul.rion
.r. h.ld each year. 8eginners and other••r. w.lc.m4

Accommodation in 900d local hotel,.
Subscrlltti.n £6-6-0 iEntry JEt.. [3-3-0

Launch•• 3'- Sooring 15'. per hour

Writ. 10 th. Secretary for further detaiJs

SOUTHDOWN GLIDING CLUB
Firle Deocon, Nr. Alciston. Sussex

Flying in a friendly club atmosphere with

first class facilities-hill site, hanger, dub

house, full time staff,. aircraft fleet of l21b

two seater, Tutor., and 2 Olympia sailplanes.

Secretary: MISS C. CHAPMAN,

25 BYW:ATER mliT, LONDO'N, S.W.)

&~~~~
"THE HUB" OF BRITISH GLIDING
specializes in five day Courses for beginners
and the partially trained.
About 30 Courses annually and through
out the year. Tuition by experienced Staff of
Flying Instructors. Unrivalled facililies.
A full Prospectus and Programme for 1960
available on application.
Fees from 12 gns. per Course upwards de
pending on the Season, are inclusive of full
board, dormitory accommodation, sound
theoretical grounding and flying.
Students assemble on Sunday afternoons.
fly from Monday to hiday indusive and dis
perse af/er breakfast on Saturday.
A pleasant, worth-while and inexpensive
holiday.

Write to: GENERAL MANAGER

LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY LIMITED,

LASHAM GLIDING CINTRl!,.
ALTON, HANTS.

Do you live near the-

M. 1?
If so, may we suggest that yell

NOW consider the

\NDON GLIDING CLUB

'----ONLY 1 HOUR
'FROM THE CENTRE OF ENGLAND!
'R. Slaflor« Alien, Manarer, London Glidinr ~Iub

O"nllallll OOWllS, lItds. Dunslable 419-

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
High-performance gliders available for
thermal soaring at Lasham on almost
every day throughout the year.

T~aining with Lasham Gliding Society
For derails write to:

The Secretary, Surrey Gliding Cl..b,
Lasham Gliding Centre,

Alton, Hantr.

YORKSHIRE GUDING CLUB
Site, SlIflQn Bank, Thinlt, North YOIkshire (1000 ft. a.s.l./

ht.lIent HIli, Thltrm.1 end W.ve Soaring ,,,.i1.blo
on 'h. Hamblodon Hills.

full Tr.i~il!lg Ccurses avail.bl. for beginners and 'B'
pllols in summer season.

Good CI'Ib hQu5e' f.ciliti.J, includi"9 dormj'OJie,.
R••id_"' staff.

flu' in~wde., SWALLOW, KITE 2•. TUTORS & T·2JB.
Visilon Wltlcom., Wril. fu fJJllhtrd.I.Us~

S.Kretaty. S""rron ~nk. tl\ilJlr., Yorkl.·
ToI, Sull"" (Thirsk) 237.

Please mention "Sailplane &. Gliding" whcfIi replllrijllng to a4llllv~rtlsemQnts



GOING
TOWING?

The Vanguard Estate Car hus a real' pull'
in sailplane and gliding. circles. It's the
natural choice as a towing car: powerful,
economical. rcliable. Five or six passenger,
can be carried in roomy luxury or, with Ihe
back seat folded down, 5 cW.I. of luggage.

For all its elegance, it's a robust car, tested
and proved all over the world. These days,
Vanguard EstateCars,sailplanes and gliders
go' increasingly logether. Why not call in
and see us? We will be glad to <:!cmonstrate
the Vanguard Estate Car for you,

See the VANGUARD ESTATE CAR
at

Berl{eley Square Garages
Ltd., London, W.l

eXcluSive~_r.1ffi~al'eadeale1'8G RO 4343
~~




